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T}. IECOURT:

I On I October 2007 Sunland Water Front (BVl) Limited ('Sinnand')I made an

agreement with Dubai Water Front LLC ('DWF'), a government-owned land owner

in Dubai, United Arab Emirates ('UAE'), to buy land in Dtibai('plot 017') for the

equivalent of approximately AUD $63 million (AED 192,846,000). On that same day,

Suntand paid approximately AUD $14 million (AED 44,105,780) as a 'consultancy

fee' to Hartley fitvestments Pte Ltd ('Hartley'). 2

With Sunland's agreement, Hanley received the fee in place of Prudentia

Investments Pty Ltd ('Prudentia'), 3 Hanley's parent company. It is sufficiently clear

that that arrangement was made purely for internal'structuring'(Ie taxation) reasons

within the Prudentia group; otherwise the fee would have been paid to Prudentia. 4

But the reason WILY Sunnand agreed to pay that fee at all(first to Prudentia,

then to Hartley)lies at the heart of this appeal, as it did at trial,

At trial, Sunnand contended that it was induced by misleading and deceptive

conduct on the part of Prudentia and its then managing director, ATLgus Reed, 5 and

on the part of Matt}Iew Joyce, 6 the then managing director of the DWF, to believe

that it was necessary to pay the fee to Prudentia in order to acquire the land from

DWF, It was common Ground that, as Sunland knew, Prudentia neither owned plot

017nor had entered a sale and purchase agreement fobtty it.

2

Introduction

3

4

. t

,

The first appellantin the substantive appeal.

The second respondentin the substantive appeal.

The firstTespondent in both appeals.

in these reasons we will chiefly refer to Prudentia as it was the entity that had an relevant
deathgswith Sunlandand Dun.

Tile third respondent in the substantive appeal and the second respondent in the anti-suit
injunction appeal.

The fourth respondent in the substantive appeal and the third respondent in the anti-suit
injunction appeal.

Sunland Waterfront(BVl) Ltd & Anorv Prudentia
Investments Pty Ltd &Ors
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5 Suntand alleged that the Thisleading and deceptive conduct consisted of

Prudentia (or Reed) and Joyce representing to it that: (1) Prudentia (or Reed) had a

'right to acquire' the land from DWF; (2) DWF could ITot senthe land to Suntand

without Prudentia's (or Reed's) consent, and; (3) Suntand would need to reach

agi. eement with Prudentia (or Reed)ifitwanted to buy the land or acquire any rights

to develop it, Suntand claimed that, induced by that belief, it agreed to pay

Prudentia (ultimately, Hanley)the fee, calculated by reference to the price of the land

from DWF, in order to assume Prudentia's 'right' to negotiate the purchase of the

land from DWF.

6 Suntand further alleged tlTat each of those representations was false because

Prudentia did not have any existing right to acquire the land, DWF could senthe

land to SuntandwithoutPrudentia'SCOnsent, and it was notnecessaryfor Suntand to

reach any agreement with Prudentiabefore buying the land fromDWF.

It claimed damages of approximately AUD $14 Twillion upon causes of action

under s82 of the Tmde PITzctices Act 1974 (Cth) ('TPA'), and Victorian statutory

equivalents, as wellas damages for loss of coriumercialreputation. Based essentially

upon the samefacts, Suntand also made a claim for damages upon the common law

tort of deceit. Relief was claimed against Prudentia, Reed and Toyce.

The trialjudge only heard evidence from witnesses called by Suntand; none of

Prudentia, Reed or Joyce called witnesses. His Honour disintssed each of Suntand's

claims, rejecting every constituent element of the various causes of action.

First, his Honour held that Suntand failed to prove the representations which

it pleaded. 7 Debate on fitis element exposed an issue tlTat permeated much of the

proceeding, namely the sense in WITich the expression 'rightto acquire', found in the

first pleaded representation, wasto be understood on SUITland's case.

Secondly, his Honour held that Suntand had failed to prove the falsify of the

7

8

9

10

Simiand Wakino, It (ByI) Ltd o Pnrdeiiti'n limesintents Ply Ltd (N0 2) [2012] VsC 239 (CToft I)
IReasons') [240].

Sunland Waterfront(BVl) Ltd & AnorvPrudentia
InvestnTeltts Pts, Ltd & Ors
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representations, primarily because Suntand was unable to articulate or explain what

it meant by 'right to acquire' in the first of its three alleged representations. ' The

judge was not satisfied that the first alleged representation was false if the word

'right' was taken to mean sometlt. ing less than an errorceable legal right, 9 However,

ultimately, his Honour concluded that Suntand's pleaded case did require it to

establish a representation with respect to an enforceable legal Tight (proprietary or

contractual) to the land. 'O As it was not contended by any party that Prudentia ever

held such a right, his Honour's analysis turned to the next issue, namely that of

reliance.

11 Thirdly, on that issue of reliance, his Honour concluded that the fee was not

paid by Suntand in the belief it would thereby acquire any legally ex^orceable right

(proprietai'y or contractual), or for that matter any other 'right', ii\ respect of plot

017. Ti Rather, ITis Honour held that Sunland, a land developer, paid the fee for

coriumercialreasons to secure Prudentia's ITon-competition for the site, motivated by

the prospectthatit would make a very substantial return by developing the land. 12

For these reasons, lits Honour fotind that, when entering the agreement to pay the

fee, first to Prudentia then to Hauley, SunlarLd did not rely on any representation

contended for by Suntand, whether pleaded or otherwise, 13

Finally, on the question of loss and damage, the trial judge found that

Suntand failed to prove itsuffered any loss and damage even ifitcould prove that it

had been induced by the statutory misconductto enter the Hauley agreement, and

pay the fee. That was so whether Sunland's hypothesis was that, but for the

representations, it would not have purchased plot 017 at all(the 'no transaction

case'), or that it would have purchased plot 017, alone or ii\ a joint venture, but

,

12

,

Reasons 12371.

Reasons 12401.

Reasons 12431.

Reasons t2941.

Reasons 1303j.

Reasons t3021.

Sunland Waterfront(BVl) Ltd & Anor' v Prudentia
Investments Ply Ltd & Ors
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without paying Hauley the fee (the 'transaction case'). 14

On the hypothesised no transaction case, the judge found that Suntand failed

to establish that it suffered loss when one took into account the benefits itany

actually derived from having purchased the land, in the absence of any evidence of

its ultimate net financial position. 15 On the other, hand, on the hypothesis that it

would have negotiated for and purchased plot 017 in any event, ITis Honourfound

that Suntand failed to establish the likelihood that DWF would have sold the land to

it, rather than Prudentia, leaving the more probable interence that Suntand would

have had to acquire Prudentia's tights under a sale and purchase agreement (and,

prest. tinably, pay a sum equivalentto the fee). 16

Primarily (but not solely) for the reason that he did not find that Prudentia,

Reed or Joyce had made any false representation to Suntand, his Honour also

dismissed the claimbroughtin deceit. 17

In addition to and in the course of making his findings on the principal

elements of tl\e various causes of action, his Honour made other adverse findings

against Suntand. He made adverse findings on the application of the rules in lones17

Dunkelis and Brothne 11 Dulling to aspects of the evidence. He made adverse findings

as to the credit of SUITland's two principal witnesses, namely its design director,

David Brown, and its then managing director of its Dubai branch, Soheil Abediart.

And, finally, he made adverse findings on the question whethers52 of the TPA (and

its state equivalents)invoked the Cour^s extra territorialjurisdiction.

In a separate judgment, the trial judge gave reasons'O for granting art anti~suit

13

14

15

16

Reasons 14281.

Reusons 14381.

Reasons 14391.

v Reasonst2441, t4241.

us busoDi, like1(1959)101CLR298.

re BlotoiioDiiit, I(1893)6R67.

20 Smithitd Watery10/11(ByI) Ltd o Prudenti'n bluestlimits Pfy Ltd (NOT) [203.2] VsC I ('ATiti-suit
Reasons').

Sunland Waterfront(BVl) Ltd & Anorv Prudent^
InvestnTents Ply, Lld & Ors
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11\junction preventing SunlarLd Group from pursuing substantially similar claims

against Prudentia, Reed and Joyce in Dubai. Our reasons in respect of the appeal

from that judgment are set out at para 14/91 below.

In a further judgment, tlTe trial judge gave reasons" for the making of a

special costs order against Suntand to pay the defendants' costs on an indemnity

basis. Our reasons in respect of the appeal of those orders are set out at para 1530j

below.

17

Grot, lids of, '17/7e"I

Suntand's appeal was comprehensive, challenging all of the above findings.

Its Amended Notice of Appeal, dated 10 April 2013, concerning the trial judge's

judgment on tl\e substantive claim, contained ITo less than 67 enumerated grounds,

withinany sub-grounds. We will riotsetthem out, but winendeavourto summarise

and cafegorise the complaints.

The first broad head of complaint was that the trial judge did not properly

consider the case theory that Suntand advanced in its pleadings and at trial. 22 One

way that argument was putwasthatthe trialjudge wrongly confined Suntand'scase

concerning the first alleged representation to one involving only a legally

er^orceable rightto acquire land. Another was that the trial judge failed to properly

consider Suntand's allegation of joint purpose between Prudentia and Joyce, and

certain evidence said to be germane to that allegation. Another, was a rolled-up

complaintthat his Honour failed to discuss or resolve a number of'substantial and

serious' disputed issues betweenthe parties.

18

The Substantive Appeal

19

,

I
,

21 Strumiid Writs, limit (ByI) Lld 11 PI, lide, inn bluestMients Pty Ltd (N0 3) [2012] VsC 399 ('Costs
Reasons'),

' Amended Notice of Appeal^ANOA'), grounds [11, [IAI, 11B],[81,191,110j, 11T],t141,1261,
1521, 1591, 1601,

Sunland Waterfront(BVl) Ltd & Anorv Prudentia
InvestiiTents Pty Ltd & Ors
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20 The second broad head of complaint was that the trial judge failed, on a

variety of grounds, to properly evaluate the evidence concern. it\g the representations

tlTernselves, that is whether the representations were ii\ fact made and whether, if

made, they were false. 23

The third broad head of complaint was that the trial judge made erroneous

findings, not supported by the evidence, on the question of Suntand's reliance upon

the alleged false representations when agreeing to pay the fee. 24

The fourth broad head of complaint was that the trialjudge wrongly held that

Suntand ITad failed to prove that it ITad suffered loss and damage (assurning the

statutory Thiscondtict or deceit claims were otherwise made out). 25

Apart from those broad heads of complaint, there were other alleged errors

raised by Suntand's notice of appeal. Those 'other alleged errors' may be

SLITrunarised as follows:

(a) wrongly making adverse findings on the credit of Brown and

Abedian;26

(b) failing to correctly apply the principles of lones 11 Dunkel in

circuTnstances where the respondents failed to call any witness at

trial;27

(c) failing to correctly apply the principles of Byozone o Drum in

circumstances where the respondents allegedIy failed to put their

versions of events to the appellant's witnesses;28

(d) wrongly concluding that the extra-territorial provisions offIle TPA and

the Fatr Tinding Act 1999 (Vic) ('FTA') were not enlivened on the facts

21

22

23

' ANOA 121, 131,141, [51, [61, [7], 1/5/'116], [In, [181, 1/9/'120], [211, 122], [231, [241, 1251, [25A],
1271, [301, 153].

^* ANOA[281,129], 1301, [311,137], 1381.

ANOA [611,161A].

" ANOA [31],[32],[331, 134], 1351, [36],[36A],[371, 1381, [391,140],[4/1, [421,143], 1441, t451, t461,
t471.

ANOA 1121, t131, 1481, 15/1.

ANOA 1501.

SunlandWaterfront(BVl) Ltd & Anorvfludenti^
Investments Pts, Ltd & Ors
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24 Based upon tlits summary of the complaints made on appeal, we will address

ourselves to the following questions:

WITat was Suntand's case at trial?(a)

(b) WhatrepresentationsdidSunlandprove?

(c) Weretheprovertrepresentationsfalse?

(d) Did SUITland rely upon any false representation when paying the fee to

Hauley?

(e) If so, did SLtnlarrd suffer any loss and damage in reliance upon a false

representation made to it?

(f) Did the trial judge make any of the 'other alleged errors'?

Before turning to each of those questions in turn, we will set out in some

further detailtl\e landmark background facts.

of the case. 29

25

Backg, formd3o

For ease of reference, we have set out in a schedule to these reasons a table

containing the names of tlTe persons to whom we will refer, the interest tl\ey each

represented, and the capacity in whichthey represented that interest.

26

. *

,

27

,

Reed was the managing director of Prudentia in 2007. Joyce was the

managing director of DWF. Both men were Australian. They had attended the same

secondary schoolin Victoria, at around the same time, and had at least some prior

knowledge of one another before the transaction the subject of these proceedings.

D\AIF was a Dubai government owned company responsible for the master

development of a very large gi. eeritield development, known as Dubai Waterfront,

intended to become a new business and residential districtforthe city of Dubai. The

28

ANOA [54], [551, [561, [571, 158],

30 TITe narrative set out below draws heavily upon the agreed summary offacts filed by tile
parties.

Sunland Waterfront(BVl) Ltd& A1TorvPrudentia
Invesnnents Pty Ltd & Ors
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DubaiWaterfront development was one of a nuinber of projects undertaken by the

Dubai Government. Each development project had its own master developer,

established by an overarching government entity, Nakheel PISC ('Nakheel'). DWF

was Nakheel's appointed master developer forthe waterfront development.

29 Prudentia was an Australian Its business involved landcompany.

investments in Australia and internationally. In 2007 it had some forIn of association

witlT a ftiii. d in the United States of America, Och-Ziff, The evidence suggested that,

by some means, Prudentia sought to partner Och-Ziff inland investments in a

number of countries.

StintarLd Water Front(BVl) Limited was acornpany incorporated in the British

Virgin Islands althotigl\, ultimately, it was a wholly owned subsidiary of a public

company listed on the Australian Stock EXchange, Suntand Group Ltd. Suntand

Group was a plaintiff below and is the second appellant in this appeal and the

appellantin the anti-suit appeal(see para t4191 below). Suntand Water Front (BVl)

wasthe company that entered the relevant agreements and paid the fee. But untilits

introduction to the transaction around hid-September 2007, all relevant dealings

with the Prudentia and DWF interests were undertaken by Brown and Abedian as

officers for Suntand Group. No point is taken about any distinction between

Suntand Group and its subsidiary Suntand Water Front BVlin the events that

occurred, and (unless indicated otherwise) in these reasons 'Suntand' is a reference

to the relevant Suntand party or parties, as appropriate. The abbreviation 'SWB'is

used where it is necessary to refer to Suntand Water Front BVldistinctly.

Suntand was a designer. and builder. Its core business was residential

development, both house projects and high rise projects, including hotels. AbediarL,

an architect by trairitng, had commenced building luxury houses in Australia under

tl\e 'Suntand' name in 1983. Browi\, also an architect, joined Suntand in 2000 after 22

years in the industry. By late 2006 both Abedian and Brown had moved to a

Suntand office which had been established in Dubaiwhere Suntand was involved in

two major projects, the Palazzo Versace Dubai(a ITotel) and D I Tower. In early

Suntand Waterfront(BVl) Ltd & Anorv Prudentia
Investments Ply Ltd & Ors
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2007, Suntand had also agreed to purchase a beaclm. front plot at Dubai waterfront,

plot 05B. Suntand was interested in purchasing still more land in the Dubai

waterfront precinct, ifitwas available, and ITad said so to officers at DWF,

Meanwhile, on 14 August 2007, Mr Arithony Brearley, in house counsel at

DWF, provided PrtiderLtia's Dubailawyers with a copy of a draftsale and purchase

agreeiTlent (SPA) for plot 017. The authenticity of a doctiment that may have

preceded the sending of that draft contract was hotly contested at trial, and on

appeal. The disputed doctiment was a letter dated 10 August 2007, purportedIy

written to Reed by left Austin, DWF's town PIai^ing director, on Nakheel

letterhead. The letter recorded Reed's attendance at DWF's office, and cor^irmed

preliintnary development and planning approval for a proposed subdivision for plot

017by Prudentia.

Suntand alleged the letter was a forgery, on a ITUmber of bases. Its

significance, if genuine, lay in its potential to stand as contemporaneous evidence, as

at tl\e date it bore, that Prudentia enjoyed a negotiated position with respect to the

land in precedence to other. suitors. But, if a forgery, Suntand contended that it

supported the existence of a clandestine scheme between Reed and Joyce to Thislead

Suntand and extract a payment from it.

On 15 August 2007, Mrleff Austin had a discussion with Suntand's Mr David

Brown about plot 017. Austin told Brown that a reconfiguration of DWF's site plan

meantthat a new plot, DT7, would be created adjacent to plot 05B. Although plot

017 did not}\ave absolute beachfront, the reconfiguration of the site plan would give

it uninterrupted access to the beach. Austin gave Brown the name of 'Andrew

Angus Reed' who was said to have had a 'hold on the plot'. Brown did not ask

Austin whatthatmeant.

32

33

,
*

34

.

35 That same day Brown telephoned Joyce aboutthe plot, Brown had not had

many discussions with Joyce since Inne 2007 becallse there had beeiTsomething of a

'falling out' with joyce. Their 'falling out' occurred in connection with a prospective
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joint venture betweenDWF and Suntand in respect of another plot, plot A10C. joyce

had complained to Brown that Suntand, to use Brown's words, had 'betrayed their

tDWF'SI cor^Idences'. Brown, for his part, believed there had been a

misunderstanding. The relevance of this background event lies in one explanation

advanced on behalf of Joyce at trial for Joyce's desire to have Suntand deal with

Prudentia, in relation to plot 017, rather than deal directly with DWF. 31

Brown's evidence of ITis conversation with Joyce on 15 August 2007 was that,

at a Twirlimum, joyce told litm that Reed was the 'contart' for plot 017. Whether

Joyce said more than that to Brown about Prudentia's or Reed's relationship to the

land was a matter of dispute and is discussed in greater detailbelow.

But it is notin dispute that Brownknew that Prudentia had riotsigned SPA in

respect of plot 017 and that it had not paid a deposit. At the time of this

conversation, plot 017 did not exist;it was'being created from a series of other plots

and was subjectto final planning approval, although a planhing template disclosing

BUA (built up area), FAR (floor area ratio) and total land area had been prepared.

The next day, 16 August 2007, Brown telephoned Reed about plot 017. Reed

was in Australia preparing to travelto Dubai, Reed had not met or ever. talked to

Brown prior to Brown's call. Brown asked Reed if he was interested in a joint

venture with Suntand to acquire and develop plot 017. Reed saidthathe was.

The precise content of the two conversations Brown had, first with Joyce, and

then with Reed, on 15 and 16 August 2007, was in dispute at trial, They are each

exaTnined in further detail below. 32 But, in short, Suntand relied on eacl\ of them for

the proposition that first Toyce, and theIT Reed, represented to it that Prudentia

enjoyed some form of rightin respect of or control over plot 017.

Brown then exchanged emails with Joyce after his (Brown's) telephone

conversation with Reed. Brown wrote to Joyce saying, 'We have spoken to the

36

37

38

39

40

Reasons 1751,

' Seen721-11931.
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gentleman in Australia lie Reedl, and have a tentative meeting witl\ him on Sunday.

It was a very positive discussion. ' Joyce replied and said, 'Good luck, thanks. I

thought they were based here? Anyt{jay the issite 167 Ms is flint you cmt come to rill

in^ringerlient Tuttit tileni that rilloz{is yoii to denl directly nihil MS. ' (OUT emphasis). As will

be seen, Suntand placed significai\t reliance on the emphasised sei\tence from this

email from Joyce in seeking to make out the second and tit. ird pleaded

representations. 33

Suntand and Prudentia thereafter. engaged ill negotiations concerning plot

017 during the latter half of August and tm'oughottt September 2007, and did so

initially in pursuit of terms of the joint vei\fure between Prudentia and Suntand as

first proposed by Brownto Reed.

From very early on there were discussions between Brown and Reed about

payment of a 'premium'to be made by SUITland to Prudentia under the ternrs of any

joint venture arrangement. There appeared to be little if any resistance from Suntand

to that notion. It was apparent from the contemplated terms of the joint venture,

embodied in drafts of an agi. eement we come to shortly, that the concept of a

'prerhium'in this context was an uplift on the price of the land to be relmbursed to

Prudentia for it having paid for the land and provided it to the joint venture. That

reimbursement (incorporating the 'premium') was to be made at the conclusion of

the joint venture development, then thought to be some six years into the future,

after. third party debt had been repaid but before distribution of profits to the joint

41

42

.
I

,

venturers.

43 Although Reed did not accept the terms for a joint venture based upon the

jintial model proposed by Suntand, nevertheless, in emails he sent to Brown on

20 August2007, }\e said his preferred approachwasto acquire and develop plot 017

in a joint venture with Suntand, provided there were equitable financial

contributions.

See t51 above

Suntand Waterfront(BVl) Ltd & Anorv Prudenta
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44 By 23 August 2007 ^ dr^ft implementation ^g"^^inert (Mou) had been

prepared to progress tl\e parties' negotiation of headline joint venture terms.

Suntand sought to make much of the fact that in tl\e draft Mou prepared by

Prudentia, and subsequentiterations of it, there appeared a recital under the heading

'Background', stating that'Prudentia has reached agt, eement with [DWF] to acquire

and develop IPIot DT71'.

In any event, the parties did not Intimately enter into a joint venture

agreement. But before corrriit. g to the point of departure from that concept, a furtlTer

conversation anegedly took place between Joyce and Brown upon WITicl\ SUITland

placed great reliance in its case against Joyce. Suntand claimed that on

29 August2007, Toyce told Brown that Suntand should come to an agreement with

Reed as soon as possible because tlTere were of ITer buyers around who might offer

Reed a significantly higher sum of money than the sum upon which the premium,

priced into the joint venture, had been calculated. By his pleading, Joyce denied the

conversation.

45

46 Suntand's pleaded case was that, by reason of the statements that had been

made ii\ documents and discussions TIP to and including 29 August 2007, Joyce and

Reed made the thi'ee representationsto Suntand set out at 151 above.

Soon after 12 September 2007 the parties moved from discussing a joint

venture arrangement to a different arrangement.

On 12 September 2007, Brown emailed Reed after he had received a callfrom

Brearley and Marcus Lee (both at DWF). Brown told Reed, amongst other fixings,

that Brearley and Lee were concerned that DWF's marketing people were likely to

try to senthe plot and that they, Brearley and Lee, would have no control over the

marketing people should they do so. According to Brown's report of the

conversation, Brearley and Lee suggested that'we immediately "put our foot on the

Plot" to secure it'. To do so, Brown recommended to Reed, 'we need to sigiT. a Sale

and Purchase Agreement', and he set out some proposed terms. He further

47

48
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recoTrunended that, in tite first instance, Suntand should negotiate with DWF and

purchase plot 017 using a Suntand subsidiary as purchaser then, later, transfer the

land to a new company (presumably to be jointly owned by tlIe pal'ties), This email

came to be known at trial, and on appeal, as the 'put your foot on if email.

Reed responded to Brown by emailthe following day telling Brown to 'go for49

it.

50 The revised structure of the transaction, prompted by the expressed need for

urgency, resulted in a flurry of revisions to the then proposed Mou. Out of tlxis

process emerged a completely different proposition.

01\16 September 2007, at Abedian's suggestion, Brown telephoned Reed, said

'this is all getting too hard', and proposed that Suntand simply pay Prudentia

AED 20 million for Prudentia to 'walk away'to allow Suntand to buy tl\e land in its

own right. Prudentia was amenable to that proposal. Thereafter. the negotiation

turned to finalismg an arrangement of the kind proposed by Brown. Because, at the

same time, it became possible for Suntand to obtain an even more favourable price

for the land than the price that had been previously discussed (at AE0120/sqft

rather than AE01.351sqft), and it was also to obtain some bonus land, Sunland

agreed to pay Prudentia an additional fee of AED 24 nitllion, taking the total fee to

AED 44 million.

51

.

. .

After several drafts and re-drafts of its terms, on 19 September 2007 SUITlarLd

and Prudentia executed an agreement. On 26 September 2007, Prudentia's solicitor

requested that, for structuring purposes, SUITland discharge the agi'eemerLt with

Prudentia and execute a materialIy identical agreement with Hauley. Later that

same day, Suntand and Hamey executed tl\eir agreement. A central provisioi\ of the

agreement(clause 2)wasintheseterms:

In consideration of payment of the Consultancy F^^ IAE044,105,7801, Haley
agrees to transfer to Suntand its right to negotiate and enter into a plot sale
andptirchase agreement forthe acquisition oftplot0171with IDWFl.

SUITland alleged that it was induced by the pleaded representations, first to

Suntand waterfront(BVl) Ltd & Anorv Prudenta
Investn\ents PtyLtd &Ors
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negotiate the proposed joint venture with Prudentia then, secondly, to enter the

Hanley agreement, buy plot 017 from DWF, and pay the consultancy fee. However,

as will be seen, the different nature of the joint venture concept and the 'prerinum' as

contemplated PUTSuantto that arrangement, on the one hand, and, on the other, the

Han\Iey agreement and the 'consultancy fee' payable under it, assumed importai\ce

in submissions at trial, and in the trial judge's conclusions, on the question of

reliance (ie causation).

SWB settled its purchase of plot 017 from DWF on I October 2007, the same

day it provided Hauley with a cheque for AE044,105,780, being the fee payable

under its agreement with Hanley.

Certain evei\ts occurring after I October 2007 arguably had some bearing on

the findings to be made aboiitthe events that preceded that date. We will describe

those events now.

54

55

Tile '"lone!/ trail' evidence

There was a body of evidence, referred to as the 'money trail' or 'money flow'

evidence, which concerned the distribution of the AED 44 Thinion filter it was paid to

Hauley, and some other evidence which Twigl\t explain that distribution. We will

briefly explain the nature of that evidence, but will need to return to it when we

discuss the first question, viz 'What was Suntand's case at trial?'.

Documents were in evidence before the trial judge suggesting that one ITalf of

tl\e Hauley fee tie approximately AUD $71ntllion) was ultimately paid for the benefit

of Joyce. Suntand wished to use that evidence as a basis from which to infer the

existence of a covert arrangement between Reed and Joyce, madebeforenegotiations

with Suntand even coriumenced, that joyce would be paid by Prudentia for deals he

introduced or assisted with.

56

57

58 Ifthatwere so, Suntand contended, such a payment wasrelevantto the issues

that had to be decided by the court, For a start, it argued that such a payment would

Sunland Waterfront(BVl) Ltd& AnorvPrudentia
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be relevantto the cause of action in deceit. In particular, it would be relevantto the

pleaded allegation that joyce and Reed ITad tl\ejoint purpose of inducing Suntand to

enter an agreement with Prudentia in relation to plot 017. Additionally, Sultand

contended, such evidence was relevant to establishing an intention on the part of

Joyce that Suntand should rely upon the representations he made, WITich intention

could assist Suntand prove that it did in fact so rely. That is, it was also relevantto

Suntand'scase on misleading and deceptive conduct. 34

1'110estigatio, I by Dt, bai, nitltorities 2008^/2009

Fourteenmonths after the transactionsettled, on I December 2008, Brownwas

asked to attend an interview with prosecutors in Dubai concerning Suntand's

PIirchase of plot 017. He spoketo Mohariuned Mustata HUSsein Moharnmed Kamel

('Mustafa'), the director of the Financial Audit Department of the Elmrate of Dubai.

That coriumenced an investigation WITich, so far as SUITland was concerned, lasted

wentrLt0 2009. The investigation of Stintand was, for a time, of serious concern. The

investigators told Brown that the investigation was a criminal investigation into

bribery and that, in their opii\ion, the transaction Suntand had entered into

regardii\g plot DT7 was a bribe. Brown's passport was taken by the authorities in

January 2009 and notreturned to him until21july 2009.

As a result of that investigation, Brown (and Abediai\) made statementsto the

Dubai authorities, corresponded with them, and made notes and reports internally

for Sunland and its lawyers. Those documentswere in evidence.

Brown's accounts of the plot 017 transaction and of his dealings with Reed

and Joyce (and other DWF officers), given botl\ to the prosecutors and to Suntand

provided a substantial body of evidence against which to testthe account he gave to

the trialjudge;likewise for Abedian.

As a consequence of the investigation by tite antlTonties Joyce, was charged

59

.
.

60

,

61

62

34 SeeGot!Idt, Vftggelns(1985)157CLR215,236 (Wilsonj).
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with bribery and was, for a time, imprisoned, and then later held under house arrest

in Dubai awaiting trial. 35 One offhe subrriissions the respondent parties have made

in this case, at trial and on appeal, was that Brown tailored Its account to the

authorities of what occurred in the transaction to protect his and Suntand's interests.

That submission has been repeated on appeal as a means of supporting the trial

judge's conclusions on the credit of Brown and Abediart as witnesses.

The investigation, and the various accounts given by Brown and Abedian in

the course of it, featured in the trial judge's conclusions on the credit of Brown and

Abedian, and in ITis findings generally. We consider it useful to set outthe course of

the investigation in further detail.

On 21 Ianuary 2009 Brown was jitterviewed for about seven hours at police

headquarters. He waslocked ii\, and ITis mobile phone wastaken away, Brownwas

allowed to leave after. signing a statement written in Arabic and surrendering his

passport and entering into a bail bond. He was told the transaction was '11/11egal' as

Reed did not own the site. Brown wrote a statement the following day describing

Reed as saying that 'he had a plot at Waterfront and, t}rrougli. discussions with

Nakheel, Suntand understood 'that Isunlai\dl had to have an arrangement with

Angus Reedto be able to develop the plottogether. '

On 26 January 2009 a search warrant wasissued pursuantto an authorisation

by the Dubaiauthorities. Brownwas presentatthe search and had a discussionwith

Mustata and another man. He was again told that the authorities considered the

transaction illegal as Reed did not own the site, that Brown was lucky to be out and

that Lee and joyce were 'frozen' whicl\ Brown asstimed to mean under arrest or

having their passports held also. Brown was told he should try to remember

everything and withITold nothing or it would be bad for him. Brown told Mustata

that their 'contacts at NaklTeel were Lee, Joyce and Brearley and they backed up

Reed's claims in so far as they knew, a group from the Us was involved and Reed

63

64

65

35 Joyce was stillawaiting trial in Dubaiat the time of the nearing of the proceeding before Croft
I, and at the time of the hearing of this appeal. He has since been convicted.
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wasthe spokespersoi\forthe group. ' Brown was asked againwho the contacts were

in NaklTeal that had put Reed in touch witl\ Brown. Brown said that he did not

know, but assumed Reedhad gottheircontactdetailsfrom someone it\Nakheel.

To this point, no Inention had been made of the role of Joyce mintroducing

Brown to Reed, or that Joyce had asserted that Reed or Prudentia held some Tight

over plot 017.

On I February 2009 Brown received coltirmation that Lee andJoyce had been

arrested and on 2 February spoke to a person from the Suntand Board, providing

them with asigned statement.

Brown provided a document entitled 'Briefto Prosecutors - 15 February 2009'

to the Dubai prosecutors: There are some differences between this version and an

earlier draft. In particular, the draft versioi\ of the document did not make any

mention of 10yce and gave no indication of why Reed chose to contact Brown. The

final version of the document is amended in that it inserts a new dot point and

rewrites the dot pointbeneath. Itstates:

. in inId August 2007, MattJoyce called us and said that we tsiClthere
was a gentleman who controlled a site behind our 05B, and that this
man had a relationship with Lend Lease and Och-Ziff in the States.
Matt said. we should expect a call and meet with him to discuss the
property.

. A few days later, we were telephoned by an Australian, ATigus Reed,
who told us he represented a Group who controUed a plot at
Waterfront. This was corroborated by people at Nakheel. Reed had a
company in Melbourne Australia and he flew overto meetwithus.

Under cross-exarhination Brown accepted that saying 'Matt said we should

expect a call and meet with him to discuss the property' was Itghly incriminating in

relation to Joyce's position, if true, and that it indicated Joyce knew Reed or knew

whatwas going on.

On 16 February 2009 Brown was interrogated at the Public Prosecution

Headquarters. Brown described occasions where he asked Joyce about any lots

adjacei\t to plot 05B that also overlooked the sea and was told that none were

SunlandWaterfront(BVl) Ltd & AnorvPrudenta
InvestInents Pty Ltd & Ors
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available. Brown said that Toyce introduced him to Reed, that Joyce contacted him

and described Reed ashaving the plot Brown wasseeking, Brown deriied contacting

Toyce initially about obtaining plot 017 because it was adjacentto plot 05B. Brown

said that Reed called a few days later and said that he owned a lot and offered an

investrnent in it. Brown said that Reed told him that he ITad strong relations with

Och-Ziff, good relations with Nakheel management, and he could obtain privileges

from them for this lot, including a discount on price, witchwasin fact obtained.

Brown stated that they later met and Reed offered plot 017 on the

understanding that it was his, Brown said that when Reed showed him the map

whichjoyce had showed ITim, he claimed he was owner of the new plot. Brown also

said that Reed spoke to ITiin as if he had control and jurisdiction over, the plot and

acted asifthe plot belonged to litm. Brown added that Reed offered to renounce the

plotin return for payment of consultation fees. Further, Brown said that he told Lee

that Suntand wanted to purchase the plot from Prudentia and that Reed offered

Brownthe plot. He also said that he purchased the plotfrom Reed.

According to Brown, Joyce intorined him that he they could not obtain the

plot without reaclTing antirtderstanding with Reed, that Reed needed to renounce

the plot, and that joyce repeatedly said that the plot belonged to Reed. Brown said

that Lee encouraged Itin to getthe plot from Reed. He also said that he feltloyce

and Lee werehelpingReed to finalise the sale of the plotto BrowiTandwere pushing

him to purchase or obtain the plotfrom Reed.

Brown added that it would amountto fraud against him ifthe land did not

belongto Reed orwas notreserved mrrts name,

Brown was advised on 29 April 2009 that he was only to be a witness in the

case. However, his passport was not returned, although he was told that it would

soon be released. He was also told that without his cooperation the prosecutors

would nothave been able to prove the charges againstjoyce.

It is clearfrom at leastthisstage onwardsthatSuiTland was keeping the Dubai

71
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74

75
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authorities intorined and continuing to cooperate with them while simultaneously

considering civil action in Australia.

Brown metwitlttl\e prosecutor again, on his own instigation, on 17 May 2009.

The prosectitor revisited the issue of why Suntand paid the money when Reed did

not have rights to plot 017, At that meeting Brown sought an update on the

investigation againstjoyce and Lee and was told the prosecutor's job was to deliver

a conviction. Brown offered to assist in any way possible. Brown also told the

prosecutorthatSunland was considering commencing legal proceedingsirLAustralia

and they wanted to check it was supported. He wastold that it was supported, that

it was recommended they start as soon as possible and that the prosecution would

appreciate a copy of documents involved in the case. Brown was unable to obtain

any certainty about when his passport would be returned and was told he Thight

have it returned intrvo weeks.

76

77 On 18 May Brown sent an emailto Soheil Abedian and Sahba Abedian

(Soheil's son, and at that time Suntand's managing director) about the meeting,

copying it also to Suntand's lawyer, Ron Earnes at DLA PITillips Fox. Brown

suggested that SUITlarLd prepare a report that could be given to the prosecutor

covering their. strategy for starting civil proceedings in Australia against Reed and

Brearley.

Brown's story, as it had evolved to that point, is more or less reflected in the

DLA briefing paper, written by Earnes, provided to the prosecutor on 31 May 2009.

That paper, which Browi\ participated in creating, states, inter alto: that joyce offered

to introduce Suntand to Reed; that Joyce said Reed had the right to purchase 017;

and, 'joyce advised Suntand that it had to come to an arrangement with Prudentia

before Dubai Waterfront would enter into a Sales and Purchase Agreement with

Suntand. ' It also said that Joyce corofirmed Prudentia 'controlled' plot 017.

The paper said that Reed made a representation that he had development

rights over plot 017. It says that'sunland was lead [siC] to believe and it is the case

.
,

. .

78

79
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tlTatif Prudentia truly held the denelopnient riglits for plot 017 then it would notl\ave

been possible for Suntand to purchase it witlToutfirst coming to an agreement with

Prudentia to ncq"ife tile deoelopiiieiit riglits from it. ' It also says that '[a]fter making

the payment Suntand discovered that Prudentia did not have 11 resero, Ition confrncf or

any rigltts in relation to plot 017' and that Reed's statements were false as 'Prudentia

did not have nily elforceiible I'iglits under' UAE millin relation to plot 017 (our

emphasis).

When the paper was given to the prosecutor at a meeting on 31 May 2009, he

asked for a translation as soon as possible. At that meeting the possibility of issuing

proceedings in Dubai was also discussed as well as a status update as to tl\e

prosecutor's case, Another^. equestwas made for Brown's passport, on the basis that

he would need to travelto Australia regarding Suntand's case. The prosecutor was

recorded as respecting this need and saying it could be returned in a week or so. It

was noted that the meeting was very positive, the prosecutor was keento finalise the

case and that Sunland's co-operation would play a key role in supporting the

proceedings.

TITus, across time, Brown's version of the events in 2007 changed. At first it

was that Reed merely held himself out to have development rights or a right to

develop or acquire t}rrough Och-Ziff. It later evolved to Reed having said and acted

asifthe plotbelonged to him and that Brown was under the impression that the land

belonged to Reed or was I, eseit)ed in his name or that Reed had some elforcenble 17'811t
underUAElaw.

80

81

82 Brown's version of events also changed so that the corroboration provided

from Nakheel about Reed's rights became more concrete. TTL addition, Joyce became

more involved, ultimately being the one to introduce Reed to Brown and to confirm

that Brown needed to come to an arrangement with Reed to obtain plot 017 and

evenconfirmingthat Reed owned plot 017.

Much of tltis story was ultimately not Brown's evidence before the Court.83
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When cross-exaintned about the differences between the version of events in

evidence before the court and that which was told to the Dubai prosecutors, Brown

responded that it was his recollection at the time and Ite did not intend to mislead.

He said he had access to his diary at the time, He also commented that some of the

translations were wrong, although he made rLo attemptto correctthem or the facts

conveyed in them untilJuly 2010. Brown generally dented that the visit to the

prosecutor on 17 May 2009 was a tactic and that the giving of the report on 31 May

was a lever to assist his own position and to obtain lits passport. He claimed that the

report was not prepared solely for the benefit of the prosecutor but rather that was

only one of its purposes.

Suntand sent letters of demand to Brearley, Reed and Prudentia on 4 June

2009. Joyce was charged on 16 July 2009. Brown's passport was returned on 211uly

2009. Suntand issued an AsX and Media Release stating that the Dubai authorities

has finished their investigations, Brown had his passport returned and Suntand was

investigating civil remedies. It also said Brown was a witness in the Dubai

investigations and was never investigated or detained. 36 TITis was followed by a

17.2% increase in the second appellant's share price. The Australian proceedings

were issued on 10 August2009.

84

,
.

, ,

Wit@t tugs Sufil, litd's c"se at trial? 37

85 We return to the first issue which arises on the appeal, namely SUITlarLd's

complaintthattl\e trial judge did not properly consider its case theory as advanced

in its pleadings and at trial, Ithasseveral components as we have set out above. 38

'Rigltt to ncqt{fit?'

We first consider the issue of whether the trial judge wrongly confined86

36 11Tfact, as Brownadmitted at trial, hewas tiTe directsubjectofinvestigation.

See t241 above.

38 Seen91above.
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Suntand's representation case to one requiring it to establish that Reed or Prudentia

had held themselves out as having a legally erLforceable rightto acquire plot 017.

It is correctto say that His Honour ultimately concluded that the case Suntand

set outto prove runs one involving a representation concerning a legally enforceable

right to acquire tlTe land:

... I trimk it is the position that for Suntand to establish its case it was
necessai. y for it to establish the Representations with respect to a legally
ex^orceable right to Plot 017, "contractual" or otherwise - and that those
representations, by words or conduct, were in breach of the statutory cause o11
causes of action relied ILpon, or satisfied the elements required to establish a
cause of action in deceit, Anything less than an enforceable right, on some
basis, one might think would lead nowhere metther the statutory or tortious
causes of action, in terms of primary liability orloss and damage. 39

Nevertheless, his Honour did address arguments based upon a case involving

a representation concerning a lesser 'right', although, for reasons which we will

explainwe do notthink it wasstrictly necessary to do so. The question is, whatwas

the case his Honour was bound to consider.

87

88

89 After alleging tl\e identity and characteristics of the relevant parties to the

proceeding inits Second Further Amended Statement of Claim ('SEASOC'), Suntand

pleaded a series of oral and written statements made to Brown by officers of DWF

and by Reed, first between 15 August 2007 and 29 August 2007,40 and then between

1.2 September 2007 and 26 September 2007. " As we have already mentioned, the

statements made up to and including 29 August 2007 were said to found the tlTree

critical representations uponwlTich Suntand alleged it relied in variousrespects, The

representations were alleged in these terms (with our emphasis):

The prerriises pleaded above amounted to representations ('the19.

Representations') made by Joyce (namely paragraphs 9, 12, 14 and 18)
and also made by Reed (namely pareg"aphs13,15,16 and 17) that

19.1 Reed or Prudentia or both of them had n right to acqwiie Plot
0170r the land on which PlotD 17waslocated;

Reasons t2431; see also Reasons t231 and t271

an SFASOCt101-t181.

SFASOC [241-[32].
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T9.2 DubaiWaterfront collld not, without the agreement of Reed or
Prudentia or both of them, sell Plot D 17 or the land on which

Plot D 17 was located, or any rights in connection with the
development thereof, to Sinnand; and

If Sunland wishes to purchase Plot 017 or the land on which
Plot 017 was located, or acquire any jiglits in connection with
the development of Plot 017 it 11nd to negoti'@re rind Minke n
contitzcfwittiReed or Prudentia or both of them. 42

90

19.3

As we show below, the evidence led by Suntand in support of the 'prerntses'

referred to in the opening words of para 11.91 demonstrated that the only 'right' in

respect of plot 017 that Reed or Prudentia ITeld themselves out has having, was a

preferred right to negotiate for its purchase. It was a COTmnercial position, not a

legally enforceable rightto acquire.

91 such aWITether or not it was true that Reed or Prudentia did enjoy

coriumercial position with respect to the land is one thing. Another is whether

Suntand's case concerning the representations that were made to it, and upon which

it relied, extended to a representation that Reed or Prudentia enjoyed a position of

that kind. For it is only ifit did that the trial judge was called upon to consider the

truth or otherwise of such a representation, or the question whether Suntand relied

upon such a representation, in entering the Hauley agreement and paying the fee.

On this issue, the respondents' primary arguments on appeal were that

Suntand's case at trial was cor^med to Joyce and Reed having held Prudentia out as

having a legally errorceable right to acquire the land, that is, not merely a

coriumercialbargaining position.

TITus the question arises: what was tl\e nature of the right that Suntand

alleged was the subject of the representation made to it? We address that question

upontl\e pleadings and upon the arguments putattrial.

.
r

92

,

93

SFASOC 1191.
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7718 Plandiitgs

A valuable collection of the principles concerrting the significance of

pleadings in a case where a dispute arises about the nature of the case being put

forward, is to be found in the judgment of Austin Jin ASIC 11 Ricli. '3 There his

Honourrecites a number of propositions, including that:

. a properly pleaded statement of claim ensures the basic reqtiiremerLt of

procediiralfairnessthatthe opposite party hasthe opportunity of meeting the

case against him or her, defines the issues for decision, and enables the court

to ascertain the factsforming the ingredients offhe cause of action;44

. particulars define the scope of evidence to be lead in support of the material

facts alleged;45

. permission to depart from the pleadings is a matter for the discretion of the

trial judge, having regard to the interests of justice;46

. when litigation is large and complex, with serious conseqtiences for the

defendants if the plaintiff succeeds, and the parties are required to incur very

substantial costs, the imperative to hold the plaintiff to its pleaded case is

strengthened. 47

In our view, it is fair to say this litigation was large and complex: on appeal

there were 13 volumes of appeal book, and his Honour's reasons in his primary

judgment ran to 295 pages. Millions of dollars were claimed in damages, and there

were other potential serious consequences at stake for Joyce, in particular, with tl\e

Dtibai criminal proceedings, involving the same matrix of facts, hanging over his

head. Doubtlessthe parties have been required to incurvery substantial costs.

These principles remind us why pleadings are important. So what did

Suntand plead?

94

95

96

(2009) 236 FLR I [158] - 1169j.

Ibid 11581.

^ Ibid[158].

Ibid 11591,

Ibid 11621, IT631.
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97 Nowhere in the paragraphs alleging the statements and conductfrom which

the representation was concluded does Suntand allege that Joyce or Reed ever used

the particular expression 'right to acquire'. Nor, as our analysis of the evidence will

show, did Suntand prove that those words were used before 29 August 2007. So the

words used in the formulation of the critical representation must be words intended

to capture the sense of what SUITlarLd contends was actually said, atbelt using

different words. What is in issue is therefore an interpretatioi\ or imputation to be

derived from the use of otl\er words. In order to assess whether the phiase 'rightto

acquire' is a fair description or sunnyiary of what was conveyed by the use of

different words, it is critical to be precise about what Suntand meant by 'right to

acqi. lire ,

One of the criticisms the trial judge made of Suntand's case - fairly in our

view - was its inability to identify what it meant by its own pleading. His Honour

described Suntand as having 'floundered in describing the basis of its case'. 48

In our view, Suntand's pleadings, taken as a whole, show that Suntand set out

to establish a represei\tation as to a legally enforceable rightto acquire the land.

It first should be observed that in formulating the first representation Suntand

chose to use the expression 'right to acquire', Sunland Thight have chosen

'opportunity', or'valuable prospect, or some other description of a chance to acquire

uriarnbiguously falling short of a legally er^orceable right. But it chose 'right'. Other

than a moral right, the use of the word 'right' generally coltiotes legal enforceability.

That is what is distinctive about a 'Tight' compared with other' notions of

expectations or entitlement. Particularly is that so when the word is used in

conjunction with the acquisition of land in a commercial setting. The further

prolTibitive and imperative phrases in paras 119.21 and 119.31 of the SFASOC

(emphasised above), in conjunction with the use of the PITTase 'right to acquire',

relrLforce the idea of legal enforceability.

98

99

100

,

.

Reasons t2411.
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101 The second indication from the pleading that it carries the notion that Reed or

Prudentia held themselves outto have a legally ertforceable rightto acquire the land,

is the particulars given of the falsity of the alleged representations. Paragraphs

121.4j, 121.51 and t21.61, containing those particulars, are collectively directed to there

beingno record of Prudentia possessing some form of ownership of the land. Those

particulars allege asfollows (with our emphasis)

Particulars of bases for assertin the Re resentations to be false

21.4 On I December 2008 Brown met with the director of the Financial

Audit Departtnent (an organ of the Erritrate of Dubai), Mobarruned
Mustata HUSsein Mohairrrned Kamel('Mustata') at the offices of the
Ruler's Court and Mustata said to Brown words to the effect that'0117,

Itcoi'ds shoto flint yot{ could lintie bought fins Innd/join Nrrklieel. ritei. e is 110
IECo, 'd of Reed o7' his entity lintii7ig nity tight ouei' tile plot'.

On 21 January 2009, Brown was interviewed at Dubai Police
Headquarters by Khalifa MDhairunad and Khanfa Mobarnmad said to
Brown words to the effect that 'Tile tiniisncti07t joint Reed Tons milegnl
(SIC) us Reed did not o117/1 tile land rind tileie/bre could not seijit o1'12ceioe a
premium/bi'its SRIe'.

On 26 January 2009, Mustata and a number of officials who did not
reveal their names attended at Suntand's Dubaioffice and conducted a

search of Sinnand's computer system and paper files and during the
course of that search, one of the said unnamed officials spoke to
Brown and during the course of that conversation said to Brown
words to the effect that 'tile tinnsncti'o11 tons tilegnl becrinse Reed did not
onin tile site'.

21.5

21.6

102 So, on Suntand's case, the factthat neither Reed ITor Prudentia owned the site

falsified the representation that they or one offhem had a 'rightto acquire'it. These

particulars strongly support the view that Suntand was alleging that Reed or

Prudentia held themselves out to have a legally enforceable Tight to tl\e land,

tantamountto ownership.

On appealsunland subinttted that the particularsshouldbe construed as only

demonstrating the falsity of the second and third representation, and not the first.

We do riotsee WITy that is so. Ifthatis so, there were no particulars to demonstrate

the falsity of the first representation. The heading to the particulars refers to 'the

Representations' without distinction. Additionally, as we will come back to shortly,

103
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the better view is that ant}ITee representations formed a coherent set of cumulative

propositions that stood or fontogether.

The tl\ird sign from the pleadings which helps interpretthe meaning of the

critical phrase in the first representation is to be found in the later pleadings of

Prudentia, and Sunland'sreply to them.

In answer to the allegation that the first representation was false because

neither' Reed nor Prudentia had a right to acquire the land, Reed and Prudentia

admitted that at no material time did they hold 'an enforceable rightin the nature of

a conveyance or option or other legal interest in plot 017 .49 But, they said, at all

material times ... Prudentia's interest in plot 017 was as a preferred negotiator with

Dubai Waterfront for the right to purchase and develop plot 017.50 By their

particulars of that assertion, Reed and Prtideritia went further to explain tlTetr

position, saying

'the phrase 'preferred negotiator' is a description of tite fact, known to
Sunland Group, that Prudentia occupied a commercial position innegotiation
with Dubai Waterfrontfor the acquisition of Plot 017 in precedence to that
occupied by Sunnand Group but^IatsiLch position was notbased on, and did
not confer, an enforceable Tight in the nature of a conveyance or option or
other legal interest in Plot 017 whether PUTSuant to an executed SPA or
OtlTerWise'. 51

104

105

.
,

,

106

.

In reply, Suntand denied Reed's and Prudentia's allegation that Prudentia ITad

the interest of a preferred negotiator and re"asserted its contention that joyce and

Reed 'had made the representations pleaded ill paragrap1\ 19'. Furthermore, in

written subrntssions at trial, Suntand argued that Prudentia's plea that it ITad an

interest as preferred negotiator, in response to the allegation that the representations

were false, was 'not responsive to the allegations of falsity of the pleaded

representations'.

If all of that is so, it seems that the pleaded representation about PrtiderLtia107

49 DefenceoftlTeFiTstandThiTd Defendants ('Prudentia's andReed'sDefence')121.4(a)l.

Prudentia's and Reed's Defence 121.4(d)l.

51 FurtiTe^ andBetterParticularstotlieFirstandTITirdRespondents' Defencej2.2.2(a)I.
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having a 'rightto acquire'the land must meansomething which does notinclude the

interest of a preferred negotiator. That inference must follow because, as Suntand

would have it, the assertion of such an interest does not prove the existence of the

'right to acquire' (and therefore the truth of the representation), In other words, a

preferred right to negotiate does not answer the description of a 'right to acquire',

the subject of the firstrepresentation.

In short, the pleadings alone provide a combination of considerattorrs which

support the conclusion that Suntand's case was that Reed or Prudentia Twisted and

deceived it to believe that one or other of them had an er^orceable legal rightto the

land, namely:

108

, in the context of a land transaction, that is the usual sense in which the

expression'right to acquire'is understood;

it was an interest of that kind which the particulars of falsity pointed

to; and

Suntand's dental that the existence of a preferred negotiator right (ie a

coriumercial negotiating position) proved the truth of the

representation, seemed to exclude the contemplation of something less

than a legally enforceable right.

.

.

Tite nrgunieitts at tnnl

In final written subThissions at trialsunland addressed the question of how its

pleaded representations were to be understood. Itsubrnttted:

Contrary to the subrriissions of 110ycel, the plaintiffs' case does not require the
finding that the representation was to the effect that there existed a formally
binding contract entitling Reed or Prudentia to the Plot. However, as will be
seen, the representation was that there was an agreement which conterred
upon Prudentia a 'Tight whirliTons c, IPIible offinn^167'to Sunlar, d. 52

A right which was less than a formally binding contract but yet was capable

of transfer plainly coinioted some species of legal or equitable right.

109

110

52 plaintiffs'Addresst401(our emphasis).
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1.11 The argument was further clarified in the oralsubmissioi\s of Suntand. After

submitting that it was not necessary for Sunland to go so far as to establish a

representation with respect to a formally binding contract, Suntand's counsel

continued:

But in any event as your Honour will see the written representations relied
upon do go that fan. and so we put our case on the basis that the
representation did involve 41 ItPICSeittntioit to tile effect tlmt fliere existed ns
pleaded n contnzctr4n!I'igl!t to acq"ii, e Plot 017 as alleged in [subparag]. aph 19.1
of the SFASOCl. 53

However, on appeal, Suntand soughtto sidestep the position it had advanced

at trial. In written subrinssions on appeal it argued:

A representation by a party that he has "a right'is capable of inducing error
without any need for the recipientto consider. and form a view (if he is even
capable of doing so) as to the legal nature, source and enforceabUity of that
right. A statement that a person has "a right' is capable, objectiveIy
considered, of inducing the recipient to believe that he must deal with that
person if he wishes to acquire an interest in the subject matter of the alleged
right. To suggest that the recipient could only arrive at that conclusion by
turning his mind to the source or legal nature of tire Tight and forming a view
as to its enforceability, is erroneous. 54

Asjoyce pointed out on appeal, Suntand'ssubmission ignores the factthatthe

evidence did not establish that 10yce ever used the word 'riglit'. Nor did Reed.

Suntand's witnesses struggled to identify whatthey understood the notion of'right

meant, bearing in mind it was not a word actually used by the representors. The

trial judge listed some offhe mexact descriptions given in evidence of what Suntand

witnesses perceived the representations meant, including 'some right','some control'

and 'some sort of contrac^, 55

112

113

.

L .

114 We are not persuaded that it was irrelevant, as Suntand would have it, what

was the legal nature, source and er^orceability of the right said to be the subject of

the represei\tation,

53 TrialTranscript, 925.

54 SunlandAppealSubmissionst181.

Reasons 12411.
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T15 One must bearin mind the legal and forensic contextinwhic}Ithe issue arises.

Suntand alleges certain conduct and asks a courtto evaluate that conductto ascertain

whether it was Thisleading or deceptive. To constitute statutory Thisconduct, such

conduct, in the circumstances, must lead, or be capable of leading, a person into

error. 56 WITere the conduct is the speaking of words, it is necessary that they be

proved - and by necessary implication pleaded - with a degree of precision

sufficient to enable the court to be reasonably satisfied they were ill fact nitsleading

in the circumstances in WITicl\they were uttered. '' The testfor deterTmriing whether

conduct does contravene the statute is objective, and the court must determine the

question for itself. 58 And while an objective test excludes from consideration

subjective matters (kiTowledge, intention) not knowi\ to the parties, 59 reasonable

interences, reasonable assumptions and reasonable expectations arising objectiveIy

from the circumstances will be in the constructive knowledge of the parties.

In view of those principles, and having regard to the business soplfistication

and experience of Brown and Abedian, experience which specitically included

previous transactions with DWF, we reject Suntand's argument that the bald

representation of a 'Tight'in those circumstances could be capable of inducing error

witho11t any ITeed for the particular recipient to consider or form a view as to its

look like a consideration more relevant to whethernature, This may a proven

representation was misleading, or whether reliance was placed upon a particular

representation as a matter. offact. We will turn to those issues below. But for now,

that same coneideration reinforces our conclusion that the trial judge was correctin

interpreting Suntand's case in the manner in which he did, and confining Suntand to

flint case.

116

TT7 On appealsLintand argued that even ifits case was corifined to the allegation

of a representation concerrttng a legally er^orceable right, there is (at least in

5, PRIMnle Ciistoirt Bullt FIJI'Intr, I'e Ply Ltdo PiniiPtyLfd (1982) 149 CLR191, 198.

^, WatsonuFor, non(1995)49NSWLR3T5,318-319

5* CIObnlSpoi, Mirin PtyLtdoMi7i, o1'Nanspnpei. s Ltd (1984) 2FCR82, 91,

59 GlobnlSpo, ,hawiPtyLtdoMi, '1'01'Nanspnpei's Ltd (1984) 2FCR82, 87.
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Australian law) the notion of a legally errorceable right to negotiate. In this regard

we were referred to the decision of Coal Cliffe Collieries Piy Ltd 11 SIjehnnin Pty Ltd, 60

In that case the New South Wales Collrt of Appeal held that, provided it is

supported by consideration, a prorntse to negotiate in good faith may, in particular

circumstances, be errorceable. The recipient of such an enforceable promise would,

presumably, have a corresponding 'right' to negotiate. We put aside the question

whether any such 'right' could ever be transferable. But identifying this species of

'right' as a possible right the subject of Sumand's pleaded case only serves to

underscore the need for precisioi\ in the context of art asserted representation WITich

a party says was capable of inducing error (and thusintsleading), wasfalse, and was

in fact relied TIPor\.

Not only did Suntand fail to identify sucl\ a 'right as the right it was

asserting, either in pleadings or in argument below, but it went perilously close to

denying that is was a 'Tight of that kind it was relying upon. That is, it denied that

Reed or Prudentia had a preferred rightto negotiate and, in effect, said that any such

'right' was not of the kind it was asserting in its case.

In conclusion on this issue, it is our view that the trialjudge correctly held that

Suntand's case at trial, both on its pleadings and upon its argued case, was founded

upon an essential contention that it was misled into believing that Reed or Prudentia

held a legally enforceable - and, we would add, trarrsferable - right to acquire plot

017. It was that case, and that case alone, that the trial judge had to deterwine.

T18

119

t20

.

Dis, 2881t?gated o1, cunttt!riftoe representntions?

The nextcomplaintmadeby Suntand concerning the judge's alleged failure to

deal with the case it put at trial was that the judge failed to deal with eacl\ of the

representations separately.

In particular, Suntand complained that the trial judge failed to adequately

121

122

(T99T) 24NSWLRl.
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.

consider the second and third pleaded representations, separately from the first. It

argued that each of therepresentationsstood alone, and could be made out upon the

evidence and considered independently of the others' On the appeal this issue was

discussed interms of whether the representations could be 'disaggregated'.

In our view, the logical reading of the pleaded case is that each succeeding

representation was to be understood as being cumulative upon the preceding

representation. Thus, so read, it was alleged that Reed or Prudentia represented

themselves to hold a legally erLforceable right to acquire the land; because of that,

DWF could not, withouttheir agreement, senthe land to Suntand; and so it followed

that if Suntand wished to purchase the land from DWF it would first have to.

negotiate with Reed or Prudentia.

Not only does that understanding flow logically, but it is reirLforced by the

fact that all the representations are alleged to be derived from the same

undifferentiated statemeITts, and by the use of the conjunction 'and' between the

second and third pleaded representation. Further, as already stated, the particulars

of their falsity are stated collectively rather. than individually, Lastly, in terms of

reliance, Suntand claims it relied upon 'the Representations' without ever

differentiating that it relied upon one rather than another, or in the alternative to

another, at any given stage.

It followed, in our view, that it was correctto view the three representations

as following logically one upon the other, with each founded upon the preceding

assertion. Since Suntand was unable to establish its first allegation, concerning the

representation of a 'right to acquire', the need to focus at length on the remaining

representations waslargely disposed of.

123

124

125

126 Nevertheless, Sunland did argue at trial that the second and third

representations were independently made out by Joyce's email to Brown of 16

August 2007.6' Not only did the judge specifically record that argument, 62 his

As referred to at 1321 above.
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Honour dealt at length with that email. 63 He concluded, adversely to Suntand, that

the email did not convey the prohibitive or imperative cornTotations Suntand

asserted, 64 and that neither Brown nor Abedian relied upon the email for the

representations as asserted (or at all). 65

Sun!rind's seizerite cnse: the 'money tintl' rind other eoidence

The final way in which it was alleged the judge failed to deal with Suntand's

case concerned the evidence relating to tl\e distribution of part of the Hauley fee to

Joyce, the issue of joint purpose, forged or false documents, and Prudentia's internal

colornuitiCatiOnS.

127

128 It will be recalled that Suntand pleaded causes of action against joyce and

Prudentia both in statutory Thisconduct and the common law action of deceit. The

statutory Thisconduct claim was pleaded in paragraphs up to t4/1 of the SFASOC.

Thereafter, Suntand pleaded its case in deceit asfollows:

. Joyce knew the representations were false or was reckless as to their

truth or falsity, " and he intended that Suntand would act in reliance

upon them;67

. Reed knew the representations were false or was reckless as to their

truth or falsity, 68 and ITe intended that Suntand would act in reliance

TIPon them;69

. joyce and Reed bothknew therepresentations had been made by each

other and had the joint purpose that each would make them to induce

,
I

,

Reasons t261.

Reasons t641 - t801.

Reasons 1751, 1761/80j

us Reasons[761,179].

SFASOC t421.

SFASOC 1431.

SFASOC 1441.

SFASOC 1451.
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Suntand to enter. an agreement with Prudentia in relation to plot 017;70

and

. Joyce and Reedwere therefore liable to Suntand forthe tort of deceit as

jointtortfeasors with each other, 71

Particulars were given of the common knowledge and joint purpose alleged

againstloyce and Reed in 1461 of the SFASOC. Those particulars were that:

' Toyce and Reed were friends, and ITad been friends since attending

Geelong Granmnar Schooltogether;

. JoyceandReeddidnotdisclosetheirfriendslt. iptoBrown;

. the representations were made by each of them individually on

separate occasions;

. Joyce and Reed both knew the representations were false, or were

reckless as to tl\eir ti:utl\ or falsity;

. 10yce and Reed each gave Brown identical particulars of the paymeiTt

terms said to apply to Reed's purported acquisition of plot 017; and

. the use by Reed of the identical draftrecorffiguration planasshownto

Brown by Austin.

Other than that allegation of coriumon knowledge and joint purpose, jilthose

terms, there was no further allegation in connection with the deceit claim of any

relationship, coinrnercial or otherwise, between joyce and Reed (or Prudentia).

Neither. was there any allegation of a specific relationship or association for the

purpose of pleading the misleading and deceptive conductclaim.

Titree days before the trial was schedtiled to commence Suntand made an

application to tl\e trial judge to amend its pleading. It sought to make an

amendment to introduce further particulars of the alleged coriumon knowledge and

joint purpose of Joyce and Reed. In substance those particulars alleged, were tlTat:

on 18 January 2006 Reed (for Prudentia) and Joyce entered an

129

130

131

SFASOC 1461.

SFASOC [471,148],
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agreement whereby Joyce would be paid a fee if he identified suitable

properties in the Middle East for Prudentia to buy and if Prudentia

boughtsuchproperties;

. some time before 19 September. 2007 Reed and joyce agreed that

Prudentia wonld pay joyce a secret commission being half of any

amount Prudentia obtained from Suntand by entering the Prudentia

agreement Iw}itchbecamethe Hauley agreementI;

. in furtherance offhatjointpurpose, in aboutNovember2007Prudentia

or Hauley, at the direction of Joyce, caused AED 22,052,890 to be

transferred to a Jersey bank account; and

. neither 10ycenorReeddisclosedthosemattersto Brown.

Suntand subrnttted to the trial judge that the amendment was only sought out

of an abundance of caution. It argued that it would be perrnttted to cross-exarntne

joyce in respect of tlTose matters in any event because joyce ITimself had addressed

the subject in a witness statement filed on his behalf. Suntand claimed that these

werematters whichwouldnottake anybodyby surprise.

UnsurprisingIy, tl\e respondents (defendants at trial) vehemently objected to

the late introduction of an allegation of a secret cornTnission, a CTiThinal offence.

Furthermore, those opposing the amendment subrnitted that the proposed new

particulars radically altered the characterisation of joint purpose and common

knowledge compared to the existing version oftl\e case.

As debate progressed, it emerged that the documents upon which the

allegations were founded had been in the possession of Suntand for wellovertwelve

months, Because of the lateness of the allegation being made, Joyce argued that he

would suffer substantial deftiment. At that time, Joyce was still in detention in

Dubaiawaiting a CTiTninaltrial. Any adjournment of the trial washkely to cause ITim

significant prejudice but, equally, ITe was not in a position to then secure the

attendance of the necessary witi, .esses he would need to meet the new allegations

were the trial to proceed asscheduled.

132

133

.
L

.
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135 In the result, his Honour refused the amendment application taking the view

that the new matters aTnounted to a substantial new allegation offTaud. Procedural

fairness to the defendants would require an adjournnient of the trial but for a variety

of reasons adjournment of the trial was simply not a practical option, Given the

delay on the part of Suntand in making its application when it had the ability to

make the application wellin advance of the trial, his Honour refused the

amendment. Suntand did not appeal that decision.

It is nevertheless apparentthatmany of the documents concerningthe 'money

trail' did in fact become evidence in the trial despite his Honour's ruling. This is

largely explained by the regime adopted by the judge in relation to the tender of

documents, His Honour explained:

It was made clear at the commencement of the trial, and realfirmed on a

number. of occasions during the trial, that the documents contained in the
Court Book would stand as evidence in the case without the need to

undertake any formal, specific, tender process but that I would have no
regard to any documents contained in the Court Book unless they were
referred to and relied upon, specifically, in the closing subihissions of one or
more of the parties. It was made clear tit. at this arrangement was subject to
the Tight of any party to object to any particular document or documents
being treated as part of the evidence on this basis. 72

Such a regime, or variants of it, are not uncommon in cases conducted in the

CoriumercialCourt. As, however, the experience in this case reveals, a practice such

as the one used in this case may ITot be desirable. His Honour's regime reveals the

possibility of documents having uncertain status. On the regime as formulated, all

documents jilthe Court Book would 'stand as evidence' but some the judge would

have regard to, some the judge would not have regard to, and some would not be

'treated as part of the evidence', depending upon whether they were the subject of

subrntssion or objection,

n\e same documents which Suntand said gave rise to its secret coriumission

allegations, disallowed by the trial judge, were nevertheless in the Court Book and

referred to by Suntand in its closing subnxissioTIs. They were referred to in support

136

137

138

Reasons 171.
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of an argument that a 'scheme' was carried out between Prudentia and joyce.

Although both Prudentia and 10yce argued that Suntand should notbe perlntt~Led to

rely uponsucl\a scheme, apparently no formal objection wastakento the documents

being'treated as part offhe evidence' under the regime that his Honour described.

The so called 'scheme' contended for by Suntand was described, in substance,

as follows:

(a) o1\ 13 August 2007, three days before Reed had any conversation with

139

Brown, Reed sent an emailto Prudentia's solicitors both in Dubai and

in Melbourne stating:

We will need to create a deed of Exclusivity and
Confidentiality for my dea^Ig with the potential on-sale of the
property to a third party so the fliti'd party will only dealwith
tile and via there [siC] deahng with me I will consent for the
vendor to be able to deal with the purchaser once I have
agL. eed terine with the third party for the on-sale of the Site
subjectto acceptable ternrs;

that email described a scheme which was formtilated before(b) any

coriumunication had occurred between Reed and Brown, and was

precisely the scheme that was ultimately carried into effect in the

dealings between Prudentia, Reed and Sunland with respect to plot

Dj7;

(c) the 'money trail' documents showing the distribution of the Hauley fee

(AED 44,105,780) showed that one half of it was paid to Joyc^ and thi^

was powerful evidence of a motive on the part of joyce, fortifying the

conclusion that he was party to the representations and involved in a

joint purposeto Thislead Suntand into making the payment;

(d) Joyce's inofi\, e for making the misrepresentations to Brown was to

receive a share of the money paid to Prudentia/Hauley.

His Honour alluded to Suntand's scheme argument at several points in the

judgment.

At one point, his Honour was considering the character of the consultancy fee

.

, .

140
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payable under the final Hauley agreement and Sunland's argument that the fee was

a manifestation of a 'premium' which Suntand alleged Reed and Joyce had devised

to extractfrom it. As well as expressing the view that Suntand incorrectly comated

the notion of 'prerntum', as called for under the proposed joint venture agi. eement,

andthe 'consultancy fee' paidundertlte Hauley agreement, his Honourcontinued:

Additionally, I am of the view that the Sunland submissions seek to rely on
selective email COTrunuriications that 17/1/170i't to 1/2i, Ismte tile "secitt COM1^lissioii
finegntioii" mineI' tile guise of nil Implended alleged "sclieiiie". The "scheme" for
which Suntand contended is one "which had been devised to extract a

premium from Salarid". 73

At another point, his Honour was dealing with Suntand's pleading that the

monies paid to Hauley were ultimately paid to Hauley'ssolicitorsin Dubai. 74 In that

connection his Honour noted that the fee was received by Clyde & Co, Prudentia's

Dubaisolicitors, on3 October 2007, but continued:

On the basis of my findings with respect to the clamis made by Suntand in
tits proceeding which are based on allegations of misleading and deceptive
conduct antd fraudulent rinsrepresentation, tile dish"75ei, lent of tile Hintley lee
lifts 710 Telconiice nilmtsoeoe7, .75

142

143 And finally under the heading of 'Other Matters' towards tl\e conclusion of

lits Honour's judgment, his Honour said in respect to both the misleading and

deceptive conductclaimand the deceitclaim

in neitl\er case do corrunuriications between defendants, or the defendants

and non-parties, to writdt Sinnarid was not privy at any relevant time - so
which could not affect tile impact of any alleged conduct, including
representations, on Sunland or itIuence in any way its reliance or offleiwise
on such conduct - have any TelevatTce to its case, on either basis. rite sailre
ripplies to lotus of money or ally of Iler conduct which Inns not Tonkin Swnlmid's
knowledge at tile 12/8ziniit timer6

A serious allegation of a covert payment of money to Joyce amounting to a

secret coriumission (whether so identified or not) - either as evidence of joint purpose

144

73 Reasons[209](ouremphasis)

" SFASOCt34A(d)1,134A(e)I

75 Reasonst2241(our emphasis).

Reasons [445].
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for the deceit claim o1, as evidence to aid a conclusion that Suntand was Thisled or

deceived - had to be pleaded with adequate particulars. 77 For whatever purpose it

Thight have been deployed, such an allegation was an allegation offraud. It was not

pleaded, Suntand attempted to amend its pleadings so as to properly raise the

allegation, butttfailed. It could not be reintroduced under another guise. Joyce and

Prudentia were entitled to conducttheit. defence on the basis that the allegation was

not to be the subject of evidence. Neither called any witnesses at trial, Joyce

claimed, during the argument on Suntand's amendment application, that if

Suntand's new case was to be adrnttLed he would wish to call witnesses to meetthe

allegation. We cannotspeculate what evidence he Thight have called. Butthe judge

was correct notto consider the so-called 'scheme' and 'money trail' evidence given

the facts that we have outlined.

145 We therefore stress that the issue of whether or notloyce received any of the

Hauley fee, or if so, why, was not a question the trial judge ITad to resolve. Quite

properly ITe did not resolve that issue, nor did he discuss any evidence concerning

the issue.

146 We do not, however, agree with the proposition that illoyce was paid a secret

commission by Prudentia for introducing Suntand to the plot 017 transactioi\, or

somehow facilitating that transaction, that fact would necessarily have been

irrelevant or mumaterialto Suntand's case on breach of s 52 of the TPA. If that is

what the trial judge meant by his remarks under 'Other. Matters' extracted above, 78

we respectfully disagree.

First, it has been said a number of times that although it is not necessary to

prove an intention to mislead or deceive to make outthe statutory contravention, 79

courts might more readily find that a defendant has engaged in Thisleading conduct

L

.

147

77 SUFIt, Ile Coin, t (General CivilP, ,oredit, 'e) Rules 2005 oric) r 13.10(3)(a); Kinkotuskio Elfro!yit:r
Plopei. ties Ltd (1995) 183 CLR 563, 573.

See 11431 above.

'9 See for example Ho, 'IISby Binldi}18 1/10/'11nlioii Centic Pty Ltd I, Sydiiey Bitildiiig 11/10/'71ntibii
Grunt Ltd (1978) 140 CLR 216.
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where an intention to mislead can be interred. 80 Moreover, where a representor

intends to induce a representee to rely upon a representation, and the representee

enters the contract or takes the relevant step WITicl\the representation was intended

to induce, then a court may more readily inter that the representee did so in reliance

TIPon the representation. 81 In flits case, illoyce received half the Hauley fee, and he

was paid that fee PUTSuantto a pre-existing an'rangementforfacilitating a transaction

under which Suntand would pay Prudentia a fee to take over a plot purchase, then

that could constitute relevant evidence from which an intention to mislead might

potentially be inferred.

But, wherever the truth lay, Sultand forewent any opportunity to advance a

case based upon its alleged 'scheme' or by following the 'money traiY. Neither Joyce

norPrudentiahad the opportunity, northe need, tomeetsuch an argument.

By referring to evidence of the 'scheme' and 'money trail', we include not only

the evidence of how the Hauley fee was disbtirsed Rite^ the transaction was

concluded, but also other pieces of evidence of events from January 2006 onwards

that allegedIy supported the scheme hypothesis putforward by Suntand. 8' Included

among thosepieces of evidence are two categories we wish to mention specifically.

The first is evidence said to show that documents were forged, in particular

the letter of 10 August 2007 purportedIy from Brearley to Prudentia's Dubai

lawyers. 83 Suntand had an array of arguments WITy the letter was afabrication. Uso,

Suntand argued, the letter demonstrated that someone ~ inferentially Prudentia

and/orloyce - was intent on creating a false impression that Prudentia had sectired

a legitimate and valuable interest in plot 017 in the form of preliminary approvals

for a proposed development o11 the land, This, it argued, could and should have

been used, with other evidence, in reasoning to a conclusion that Prudentia was

148

149

150

80 See for example Crimp0,11nrSociednd Limitnd, 1/1 Nikelitte, ,linti'onat Ltd (2000) 202CLR45.

in GouldoVngellns(1985)157CLR215,236.

82 The evidenceissummarisedat[60] of Sunland'SAPpealSubmissions.

We refer to this at [32] above
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laying a subterfuge to pretend it had something that it did notl\ave - ie, some right

or interest in the land - and that therefore ithad an intention to deceive SUITland.

151 The second category was a body of evidence - mainly snippets of internal

coriumurrtcatioiIs within Prudentia (including to its lawyers) - said to betray elements

offhe wider, alleged scheme witl\Joyce. 84

Each of these categories of evidence was one that the trial judge escl\ewed

discussing. 85 His Honour gave two reasons for not discussing that evidence. The

first was that each concerned evidence that was intrirrsically part of and putforward

to establish the so called 'scheme' which had been disallowed as an issue when the

amendment application was refused just prior to trial. In our view the judge was

justified in havingno regard to the evidence on that ground.

A second reason given, particularly in relation to the evidence of internal

Prudentia COTmnuritcations, was that the identified communications had no capacity

to 'impact' Suntand and thus Do capacity to mislead or deceive it's6 For reasons we

have already given, to the extent that such evidence of internal communications

might have given rise to an inference of an intentto Thislead, it Thight plausibly have

beenrelevantto the question whether Stintand wasin factrinsled.

But apart from the two reasons relied upon by the illdge, both categories of

evidence were of questionable forensic weight. The evidence offabricatiort of the 10

Augustletter was somewhat equivocal; made even more so by the factthat on 14

August, by ai\ unchallenged email, DWF sent Prudentia a draft contract of sale,

rather blunting the argument that Prudentia was concocting a recognised position

vis-a-vis the land. Flirther, much of Prudentia's internal communication that

Suntand claimed wasincriminating was either ambiguous or arguably supported the

proposition that, within Prudentia, there was a genuinely held beliefthatit occupied

T52

153

.
I

,

154

,

84 Forexample, seeplaintiff'sAddress 11461-[149]for references to'Russianbuyers' etc.

Reasons [91, In51, [2341, [246], t4451.

Ibid 14451,
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avaluable negotiating position with D\/\IF with respectto plot 017.

Furthermore, we add that the asserted evidence of intention, to be derived

from these various sources, could only have supplied indirect, inferentialevidence of

reliance or of misleading conduct. For the reasons we give below, the direct

evidence on each of those subjects was so powerfulIy against Suntand's case, it is

difficultto see how any indirect, triterential evidence could have had any significant

bearing upon the analysis.

155

156 In tl\e result, we do not think the judge failed to consider the case that

Suntand was entitled to advance at the trial. To the extent that tl\e judge failed to

consider* or discuss certain aspects of the evidence, or arguments in favour of the

case that Suntand was entitled to advance, such failure was justified or, at the least,

ofno material consequence.

Having addressed, and rejected, Suntand's contentions that the trial judge

failed to address its 'case theory', we now torn to consider its complaints coltcerrrtng

the trial judge's analysis and findings on the evidence lead at trial. The first of these

issues is: whatrepresentations did Suntand prove?

157

Mint I'epreseiitnti'ons did Suit!rind prone?

The applicable principles in relation to assessing whether conduct was

considered misleading and deceptive (o11 likely to mislead or deceive) are well

established and were not in dispute. The conduct must induce or be capable of

inducing error" which is to be assessed objectiveIy by the court in light of all

relevant surrounding circumstances. 88 As such, the court must evaluate what a

reasonable person in the position of the representee would have 11nderstood the

conduct to have meant, 89

158

87 Pm. kdnle CrustoniBi{titFt, Tintm. ePtyLtdtiPti":11 PiyLtd (1982) 149CLRT91, 198

us Butcher, I, LRCltlniiEldei, ReadyPty Ltd (2004) 218CLR592, 625 1109j.

co No, 'tl, Errst Emuity Ply LtdoP"ond No, ,, inces PlyLtd (2010) 269 ALR 262 t461 - 1481.
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159 intere the imptigned conductis orincludes oralstatements, the courtmustbe

properly satisfied as to the content of such conduct. As MCLellai\d Cj observed in

Writsoii I) Foxijjnjj:90

Where the conductis the speaking of words intrie course of a conversation, it
is necessary that the words spoken be proved with a degi. ee of precision
sufficient to enable the court to be reasonably satisfied that tltey were in fact
nitsleading in the proved circumstances. In many cases (but not all) the
question whether spoken words were Tmsleading may depend upon what, if
examined at the time, may have been seen to be relatively subtle nuances
flowing from the use of one word, phrase or grammatical construction rather
than another, or the presence or absence of some qualifying word or phi. ase,
or condition. FurtheTTnore, human memory of what was said in a
conversation is fallible for a variety of reasons, and ordinarily the deg}. ee of
fallibility increases with the passage of time, particularly where disputes or
litigation intervene, and the processes of memory are overlaid, often
subconsciously, by perceptions or self-interest as well as conscious
consideration of whatshould have been said or could have been said. Antoo

often what is actually remembered is little more than an impression from
which plausible details an, e then, again often subconsciously, constructed. All
this is a matter of ordinary human experience.

Tile sinful7181tts upon 11/11iclt tile rippel!rint relies

The SFASOC pleads a series of specific statements as the basis of Suntand'sT60

claims.

161

.
.

More particularly, Suntand relies on:

(a) statements allegedIy made by Joyce to Brown during a telephone

conversation on 15 August2007;"

(b) statements allegedIy made by Reed to Browi\ during a telephone

conversation on 16 August2007;92

(c) an eXchange of emails betweei\ Brown and 10yce on 16 August2007;93

(d) statements allegedIy made by Reed to Brown at Suntand's Dubai office

00 WritsoiiuFo^, nan(1995)49NSWLR315,318-319.

SFASOC [12].

SFASOC [13].

SEASOC t141.
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on 19 August 2007;94

(e) an emailand draftimplementatioi\ agreement forwarded to Brownby

Reed on 23 August 2007;95

(f) a telephone conversation on 29August 2007 in which Joyce allegedIy

said Suntand should come to an agreement with Reed as soon as

possible;96

(g) a telephone conversation between Brown and Reed on 16September

2007 concerningterms on whichSunland might purchasefrom DWF;97

(h) a telephone conversation between Reed and Brown o11 or about

17September 2007 concerning a reduction in price Reed had negotiated

with DWF;98 and

(1) an emailfrom Prudentia's solicitor to Brown of 26September 2007

attaching a draft agreement between Hauley and Suntand in respect of

a consultancy fee relating to the acquisition of plot DT7.99

When analysing the evidence concerning each of these specific statements we

will, as necessary, return to and recapitulate relevant events summarised earlier. 100

T62

filmiedi"te context offing/ifst rilleged repi. eseiitntions

On 14 August 2007 Brearley, the in-house lawyer employed by DWF, had

forwarded a draft SPA for proposed plot 017 to a solicitor acting for Prudentia in

Dubai.

1.63

SFASOC [15],!161.

SFASOC tIn-

SFASOC [18].

SFASOC [27].

SFASOC [28].

SFASOC 1321.

un Seet321-t541above
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164 At that time, plot 017 had not been created as a separate title with specific

development rights.

The following day Allstin told BrowiT that tl\e master plan for the Dubai

Waterfront was to be recoi\figured so as to create proposed plot 017 adjacent to a

waterfrontplotalready owned by Sumand andknownas plot05B. 101

The SFASOC alleges that at a meeting at Sunland's Dubai office on that day

Austin:

165

166

. showed Brown a draft plan for the recoritigui:atton of existing vacant plot

to create plot 017;

. told Brown that no title plan had been prepared for plot 017 because the

redesign of the existing plotwas not yetcomplete;

. said to Brown words to the effect that 'plot 017 is already taken by

Angus Reed'; and

. gave Reed's Australianmobile phone number to Brown. 102

The agreed summary of facts states Austin gave Brown the name of

Andrew Angus Reed who wassaid to have had a 'hold on the plot' and that Brown

did not ask Austin whatthat meant. The phrase 'a hold on the plot'is recorded in

Brown's notebook. This was a workbook in which he recorded important

information. In evidence he said that he used his notebook 'to record conversations

and meetings, have to do lists so I wonldiT't forgettlTings, so I could plan my day'

and agreed that generally he 'made the notes in Ihisj workbook contemporaneously

[and] normally during a meeting or a phone call, I'd be writing down at the same

,ime. r

.

T67

,

TDI Suntand alleges that between March and July 2007 Joyce advised BrowiT and Abedian that
there was no beachfront land left on the Dubai waterfront and that it ITad all been sold to

secondaiy developers. Joyce denies this was said but in any event whilst plot 05B was
waterfrontland, plot017 with which this action is concerned, waslTot.

un SFASOCtITl
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168 Brown said -that he kept his notebooks in a drawer behind his desk in his

office in Dubai; thus the notebooks were readily accessible to him at all relevant

times.

169 The trial judge was correct to conclude that it is significant that the notebook

does not record Austin used the words alleged in the SEASOC that 'plot 017 is

already takenby Angus Reed. '

In cross-examination, Brown agi. eed that he was shown recently prepared

COTifidential plans for the recordig!ITation of the plot behind 05B, including the

proposed plot 017. The plans were headed 'Increasing Development Value and

Improving the Effectiveness of Open Space Provision in the Centre of Precinct D:

DWF Valuation Creation Exercise August 2007'. 103 The plans bear an annotation,

'Site 017 and 018 created to maximise value'. The plans described the area of the

proposed plot 017 (169,114 square foot), the built-up area (1,607,052 square foot), the

floor area ratio (9.5), potential maximum height of development (228 metres) and

proposed price of AED 216,952,020, being equivalent to a price of AED 135 per

square foot of built-up area. Brown said he was shown the plans because although

they were coritidential Suntand had just fiiitsbed a design exercise for DWF on the

foreshore and Austin had adrntred their design work. When he showed Browi\the

plan his first question was, 'What do you think of it?' The plans included two areas

of public open space, six proposed plots, two new Toads, a kindergarten and a utility

170

171

area.

There are five incidental aspects of this immediate context which nitght be

thoughtto inform the assessment of the evidence as to the subsequent discussions

between the parties:

(^) it was Austin, not one of the defendants, who first contacted and

advised Brown about plot 017, precipitating Brown's subsequent

actions;

103 The planearedated9August2007.
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(b) contrary to the evidence, Brown subsequently repeatedly maintained to

Dubaiprosecutorsin2008-9 tlTatlte wasintrodticed to Reed by Joyce;

Austin established a contextin which further conversations with joyce

In particular, he provided the proposedand Reed occurred.

development parameters of the plot but also made clear the redesign

was notyetfitTansed;

Austin advised Brown of the proposed price of the plot which was

plainly stated on the plan describing its development parameters;

at the time of Austin's contact D\/\IF was in fact dealing with Prudentia

in contemplation of a proposed sale of plot 017 (although Brown did

notknow of the draftsPA);

the terms of the reference to Reed by Austin alleged in the SFASOC

were Trot proved. TTL particular, the words a 'hold on the plot are not

equivalent to 'already taken' and do Trot necessarily convey more than

a de facto coriumercialnegotiating position.

(c)

(d)

(^)

(f)

. I

I

Brown's contncffulfilloyce

On the same day, 15 August 2007, Brown telephoned 10yce and spoke to him

about plot 01.7.

As mentioned above, 104 and as Brown agreed in cross-examination, in June

2007 there had been something of a falling out between Joyce and Brown in

connection with a prospective joint venture between Sumand and DWF relating to

the development of plot A10C. Brown's witness statement of 60ctober 2010

describes Joyce as 'unhappy' and in an email of 241une 2007 to Brown, Toyce had

said that the situation'has caused us major embarrassment'. 105

172

a

173

104 Seet351above

105 Reasonst571.
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174 The SEASOC pleads the coriumunicatiort between 10yce and Brown on

15 August 2007 asfollows:

12 Later in the day on 15 August 2007, following the meeting referred to
11\ paragi. aph 10 above, Joyce telephoned Brown and during that
conversationsaid to Brownwords to the effectthat:

h limititnnzedReed is tile contactfoi' Plot 017,12.1

'nnlioi!811 I Tom iieed to clieck flits Tuttit Antiioiiy Breai'Iey, Reed's12.2

coinp"1/11 null be PRyiiig DubniWaterfront AE0135 sq/1'1 to pillclmse
Plot in7' (mindy 135 Unitsd Atob Einin. at^^ anham^ ('AED')
per square foot of builtixp area ('BUA'));

12.3 'tIle 181,111s of payment me 71/01/21, loom'@b!e filliit tile stintdm'd terms,
being 5% o11 execution of tile collh'"ct, 10% at hintdooe7' which ^s
sclieduled to toke place ill Rhoitt 6 months, 10% at 6 months 1/1/81'
11nitdoziei, , 20% fit 12 1710/1tlis riflei, jiniidotier, , 20% at 18 months Intel'
jiniidooer, 20% at 24 months off21.11nndooer, rind 15% fit 36 months
filter'jinndooer'; and

'n 171.0pe, 'ty specrrlnto, ' Too"Id be likely to PRIi ribot!t AE0175 soy'it to
17/11'CIMse Plot 017'. 106

From Suntand's point of view there is a series of difficulties both with flits

pleading and the evidence concerning the underlying facts:

(a) as Brown conceded in evidence, Ite telephoned joyce, notthe other way

around;

(b) nevertheless Brown agreed in cross-examination that he had

(incorrectly) repeatedly told the Dubai prosecutor Joyce telephoned

him, His witness statement of 6 October 2010 states he cannot recallif

he called Toyce or joyce called him;107

(c) in oralevidence Brown stated that 10yce confirmed what Austin had

told him but Joyce also said he would need to check the price with

Brearley;

(d) the pleading conveysthe impression that it wasloyce who first advised

175

12.4

un SFASOCt121(emphasisirioriginal)

107 Reasonsj821
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Brown of the proposed price details whereas in fact they had already

been provided by Austin. The combination of tite onfissions in the

pleading with respectto the tifformation supplied by Austin108 and the

positive allegations with respectto the subsequent conversation on the

same day between Brown and joyceT09 is thus fundamentally

misleading;

a statement that Reed was 'the contart' for plot 017 was, as the trial

judge concluded, not one which would amount to a statement that

Reed or Prudentia 'controlled' plot 017 or had some reservation or

rightin respect of the plot;110

Brown's witness statement confirms the use of the phrase 'tlTe contact

for' but in cross-examination he'said at various points that Joyce said

that Reed '}lad a plot behind our site 05B' or used words to that effect.

He could Trot recall exactly what Joyce said. 111 Not surprisingIy the

trialjudge was not persuaded of whatprecisewordswere used;

(^)

(f)

,
.

(g)

,

Brown's witness statement states:

Joycesaid a mannamedAndrew Reed was the contactfor plot
17 and that Reed's company was partners with IsitI Och Ziff
('Och Z^') and had done projects with Lend Lease. Joyce
suggested Ishotild contact Reed if Suntand was interested in a
joint venture. Joyce mentioned that Reed and Och Ziff had
projects in India. I recall that I discussed with Joyce my
meeting with Austin. 1/2

The failure to plead any reference to Och Ziff o11tl\e prospect of a joint

venture robs the pleading of material elements of the conversation. As

the trial judge noted, 113 it would be obviously true that Reed was the

us SEASOCt111.

SFASOC IT2j.

Reasons t541.

in Trialtranscript, 176,

112 WithessstatementofDavid ScottBrown(6August2010)t821

113 Reasonst541.

SUNand Waterfront(BVl) Ltd & Anorv Prudentia
In\, estments Pry Ltd & Ors

109

110
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contactforjointventure purposes;

(h) Brown's witnessstatementwent on to say:

Joyce said to me that the plot had favourable payment tentrs
spread over 30 months and the 'conti!act price is AE0135/sqft'
but that he would check this with Brearley. He explained the
payment schedule for his site in comparison to the standard
terms and I recorded it at page '. 0097' of my Notebook as
foUows:

Dep

Standard 20%

This to me indicated that there was some sort of contract in

existence and that ternrs and prices had already been
negotiated. He said that Nakheel would like a proven
developer such as Sinnand to be involved. He suggested that
Reed was an investor who needed a developer partner like
SIInland who could deliver the project for him. I understood
from this discussion that Joyce wanted Suntand involved in the
project because he wanted buildings to be built, and not have
more land speculators who would justsellfrie land for a quick
profit.

During that phone call, he said "Reed is likely to sento another
speculator at AE0175/sqft". This reaffirmed to me that Reed
controUed the land;114

This site 5

H/o

10

10

6mtti

20

12

10

(1)

20

18

20

the proposition that there was 'some sort of contract in existence' (as

was the fact, namely the draft provided by DWF to Prudentia on

14 August 2007) did not necessarily imply that the contract had been

concluded. Nor did it imply that more had occurred than negotiation

of some proposed terms. Indeed, the factthat Austin had advised the

design was not'complete', that Brown was aware no SPA had been

signed and that the possibility of a joint venture was discussed

demonstrated no contracthad beenconcluded;

20

24

20

10

30

20 15

ti)

in Withessstat^meritofD^vidScottBrown (6 Aug"st20T0)t831-1851.

Sunland Waterfront(BVl) Ltd & Anorv Prudent^
InvestiTTents P^, Ltd & Ors

there is ITothing improper in the motive attributed to Joyce, namely a

desire to have Suntand involved to facilitate actual development;
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(k) the assertion in the witness statement that Joyce said 'Reed115is likely to

sento another speculator at AED 1751sqtiare foot, is not pleaded. Nor

is it recorded in Brown's notebook. The note is simply

Contr^. ti^ 1351ft, BUA (cheching Anft, ony)

Likely to sento another speculator at 1751ft;

Brown's own typed up version of t}xis note records tlxis part of the

conversation as:

He said the site is likely to sento a speculative investor around
AE0175/ft2ifitwas on the open market.

This tends strongly to corffirm Joyce did riotsay Reed was likely to sell

to a speculator. In cross-examination Brown agreed that what he

recorded in his typed notes was, in other words, simply that ifthe site

were on the open marketyou would get AED 175 persquarefootforit;

(1)

I

Brown's witness statement ontits additional information recorded ill

Its notebook concerning the conversation with Joyce:

Side deal65 innp-frontandhand over contractto purchaser.

And enter into consultancy to avoid transfer. fee and stamp
duty.

Agreement with Nakheel;

evidence that he did not refer to this in his witnessgave

statement because he did notfully understand whatitmeant. The trial

judge recorded:

It was subinttted that Brown's evidence was not credible and

that his omission of any discussion of this part of his file note
makes it clear that during this conversation with Joyce, Brown
had a thought about a side dealwherebySuntandwould make
a payment up front to Reed in order to step into his shoes.
This, it was subntitted, was supported by Brown's own
admission to Mr Mustafa of the Dubai authorities that no-one

at Nakheel or DWF ever asked han to pay a conrrnission or
premium. It is unclean. whether Brownmade flits offer to Joyce
or whether Brown merely noted it down in his notebook. It

Brown

Sunland waterfront(BVl) Ltd & Anor v Prudentia
InvestInents Ply, Ltd & Ors

115 Our emphasis.
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,

was submitted that Brown's failure to disclose this in his

withess statements and his denial of it in cross-exaltiination

wholly undermines his evidence regarding this conversation.
Brown's evidence was that he did not refer to this in his

statement because 'I didn't fully understand what was meant
by those words and I presumed that it was related to a
prerntum figure, but it was all the very first conversation and
so he didn't elaborate on tita^. Brown denied that he had

deliberately chosen not to include this material in his
statement, but did admit that he had also not mentioned any
'side deal' to the Dubai prosecutor;116

(in) his Honour further concluded that, viewed in the context of the

evidence as a whole, the submissions made on behalf of Joyce as to the

significance of the conversation of 15August 2007 should be

accepted. 117 Viewed overall, Brown's evidence indicates Suntand's

confusion in relation to what it says was being represented to it with

regard to Reed or Prudentia's'right' mrelation to plot 017.1/8

In sununary we agree tlTat:

(a) the phone call of 15Atigust 2007 was instigated by Brown and not

Joyce. The pleading (and repeated statements by Brown to the Dubai

prosecutors)imputed a moving role to JoycewhiclThe did nottake;

(b) the pleading does not acknowledge Austin had provided details of

proposed price;

(c) the pleading does not acknowledge that Joyce explicitly suggested

Brown should contact Prudentia 'if he was interested in a joint

venture ;

T76

(d)

116 Reasonsj571(citationsirioTiginal).

Reasons 1601.

"8 Reasonsj611,

Suntand Waterfronr(BVl) Ltd& Anorv Prudentia
InvestnTents Pts, Ltd & Ors

discussion of some negotiated contract terms and/or of a draft

proposed contract did Trot imply a concluded agi'eement had been

reached with Prudentia;

1/7
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(e) a statement that Reed was the contactfor the plot did notimply Reed

or Prudentia ITad avested rightin the plot;

Brown's witness statement exaggerates the reference Joyce made to the

open market vanie of plot 017. The evidence does ITot support the

view that Joyce said Reed was likely to sento another speculator;

Brown's witness statement ontitred reference to any conversation with

Joyce concerning a 'side deal', orcontemplationby ITim of any side deal

at this pointin time, in circumstances where the nature and propriety

of any side dealwas at the heart of Suntand's case; and

the evidence did not establish that Toyce said to Brown that Reed had a

'hold' o11 plot 017, that Reed 'controlled' plot 017, or that Reed had a

'right' to or had 'reserved' plot 017 (noting that none of these

allegations were pleaded).

(f)

(g)

(h)

Brown's condi{ct offer, tile connersntioii of 15 AMgi{st 2007

The trial judge summarised the evidence as to Brown's conduct after the

conversation of 15 August2007:

The evidence indicates that Suntand had very significant interest in
purchasing Plot 017, particularly having regard to the fact that it was
mumediately behind Plot 05B, which one of the Suntand entities already
owned. Brown discussed his conversation with Joyce with Abediarilater on
15 August 2007 and the latter was 'quite interested in the possibility of a new
project. Continuing, Brown's evidence was that Abedian suggested that he
prepare a draft feasibility for the plot because 'we wanted to understand
whether rl\e plot would be an appropriate one for Suntand to pursue'
Brown's evidence was that Sinnai\d generally looks for a return OIL
development costs of 20% or more. Feasibility revision truee, dated 15
August 2007 discloses a 29.26% reinLTT on development cost. Suntand's
interest was also demonstrated by its production of a series of designsketches
which were shown to Austin a few dayslater, together with a new proposal
which increased the tm. ee plots behind Plot017 to five plots. The evidence of
Brown indicated that this involved a series of design proposals that would
improve the efficiency of land used by deleting the road and increasing the
size of ti\e park areas. The result would be that the net builtiLp area ('BUA')
of the new plots belrtiTd Plot 017would increaseby 12% and each plotwould
have a park frontage, thereby improving their value. He said that this
represented a monetary increase of some 12% for the additional plots created

SunlandWaterfront(BVl) Ltd& trior v Prudentia
InvestitTents Pty Ltd & Ors
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and added around AED 10 nitllion to the land values. Later, in August 2007,
Brown said that he and Mr Cameron MCLeod (then a member of the Sunnand
design team) met with Austin to discuss their further. designideas. 119

The fundamental prerntse of the design work Brown undertook makes clear

that he understood the terms of purchase for plot 017were notfinalised.

T78

16 August 2007

The day after Brown's conversation with Joyce concerixing plot 017 Brown

telephoned Reed. The SFASOC alleges:

13 On 16 August 2007, Brown telephoned Reed on Reed's Australian
mobile phone number. (referred to in paragraph 11.4 above) and
during that conversation Reed said to Brownwordsto the effectfriat:

13.1 ramiriMelbourne andwillbeflyinginto Dubaior\Sunday';

13.2 Prudentiawashiscompany;

13.3 through Prudentia 'Ihave the right over' or T control' Plot 017;
and

13.4 he would be wining to negotiate with Brown about
undertaking ajointventure with Sunland forthe development
of Plot 017.120

179

180 In his witim. ess statement Brown says:

On 16 August 2007, I called Reed on his Australian mobile phone, told him
who Iwas and told hillfriatlobtairied his detailsfrom either, Austin orloyce,
Itold him that I wanted to talk to him about Plot D-17, During that phone
call, I discovered that his name was 'Angus' not 'Andrew' (which was the
name Joyce had told me). I corrected this name in my Notebook. He
introduced himself and his company Prudentia investments Pty Ltd
(Prudentia). He said that he was in Melbourne and that he would be arriving
in Dubai on Saturday and suggested we meet on Sunday. He said to me
words to the effect of either "We have the rights over that land" or that
"Prudentia controUed that land". I carmot recall the words. Iprecise
understood them to mean that Prudentia had control over Plot017. A record

of this conversation is contained at page '. 0099' of my Notebook. This tied in
with whatjoycehad toldme the daybefore. 121

The witness statement acknowledges Browi\ cannot recall Reed's precise181

119 Reasonst631(citationsomitted).

Do SFASOCt131.

121 WithessstatementofDavidScottBrown(6August2010)[92],

Sunland waterfront(BVl) Ltd & Anorv Prudeivia 58
InvestInents Pty, Ltd & Ors
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words.

182

terms.

183

His ITotebook does not record the words 'right' or 'control' or any similar

His type~written summary of the relevant part of his notes was to the

following effect:

ITeceived a callfrom Angus Reed from Melbourne, Australia. He told me he
had a company called 'Prudentia Investtnents' and that he was an'xivirig in
Dubaion Saturday 18th August, and he would like to talk to LIS about a plot at
Waterfront. This indicated that MatL Joyce wasn't SUT'e of the contact as he
thoughthis name was Andrew.

Once again, this nominates someone other. than Brown as the instigator of the

conversation when the evidence makes entirely clear that it was Brown who called

Reed.

184

185 Indeed the witness statement is directly contrary to a number of statements

made to the Dubaiprosecutors:

During cross-examination, Brown adjnttted that contrary to the evidence in
ITis witness statement tilthis proceeding, he had told the Dubai prosecutor in
an email dated 3 December 2008 that'[w]e were ittitially contacted by Angus
Reed', and this was Brown's 'memory at the time', Brown's wittiess
statement is also inconsistent with the agreed transcript of his interview,
conducted under oath, with the Dubaiprosecutors on 16 February 2009 where
Brown is recorded as giving evidence to the prosecutor that'in August 2007 I
received a calfrom the accused Matthew Joyce, who told me an Australian
called ATLgus Reed hasrelations with Och-Ziff and windiscuss withine land
lot on the WaterfrontProject'. 122

The reference in the typed summary diary note whichwe have quoted above,

relating to lack of surerLess on Joyce's part as to Reed's name, is also difficult to

understand when Brown had himself noted on the previous day that Austin told

him Reed's name was'Andrew Angus Reed'.

More criticalIy however, the typed note also fails to record any use of words

whatsoever of the type alleged relating to 'right' or 'control'.

.
I

186

187

Reasons t651(citations omitted),

Suntand Waterfront(BVl) Ltd & AnorvPrude"tia
hivestinents Pty Ltd & Ors
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.

.

T88 In cross-examination Brown said that what he did remember was that the

words used by Reed were 'exactly consistent' witlt what Austin and joyce had told

him, Brown also said that Reed used words 'consistent with' having a 'hold on the

land'. 123 Once again it should be noted that this is not what the SFASOC alleges

Joyce said.

Brown said he did not ask Reed to provide any documentary evidence of an

interest in the land because Brown knew tlTatthe land 'was being created'. 124 Brown

knew that there was no affection plan that is, a plan showing tl\e dimensions,

development rights and ownership of the land. 125 Brown knew Prudentia had not

purchased the plot. When asked whether. Brown asked Reed how he came to have

any entitlement to the plot Brown said, 'It was quite clear that it was through one of

their partners, ' and then said Reed explained Och-Ziffwas his partner. 126

At t1421 of ITis witness statement however, Brown referred to Reed's

statements concerning Och-Ziffin SIIbstait. tially more speculative terms asfollows:

During my negotiations with Reed, Iformedthe viewfriatReed probably had
a contact high-up in Nakheel ai\d that it was through this contact that Reed
had obtained control of Plot 017. It seemed a reasonable guess that it was
someone high-LIP in Och-Ziff who was Reed's connection to the contact in
Nakheel. Ithought that it was possible that the contactcould even have been
Sultan Alumed bin SUIayem hanselI, as I knew that the Sultan made
substantial investments around the world. I carrylot reineinber when I first

formed t}lis viewbutcoinmentssuchas thesebyloyce supported it.

The trial judge found Brown's answers in cross-examination concerning the

basis of his impression of a relationslTip between Reed and Nakheelless than

persuasive. "' More criticalIy, perhaps, 'reasonable guesses' made by Brown cannot

sensibly found Suntand's claim.

Brown's witness statement relating to 16August 2007 continues after the

189

190

191

192

123 Trialtranscript, 32.

124 Trialtranscript, 33.

125 Trialtranscript, 33.

t26 Trialtranscript, 49.

Reasons 17/1

Sunland Waterfront(BVl) Ltd & AT, orv Prudentia
InvesuiTents Pts, Ltd & Ors
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passage which TITave quoted above:128

Reed said that he knew what SinnerId was doing in Australia and Dubai. He
asked whether Sunlandwould be interested in doing a joint venture in Dubai
and Isaid that it would be interested. Reed said to me that Prudentia would

putth^ land into ^jointvenim. , (TV) for' AED 1751sqft and would b^ I, .king
for a consultancy fee of AED 60M. I was surprised by this as it was higher
titan the price that Joyce had mentioned. I did not argue with him aboutthis
on the phone, as I knew IVs often start with big demai\ds, and the terms
usually change. Reed also gave me his email address, which was
'reed@pmv. coin, an'.

Reed said to me during this telephone conversation that he had a leisure
lifestyle vehicle in Australia and was partriers with a large American hedge
fund. I understood this to be a reference to Och-Ziff, because of whatjoyce
had toldme on 15 August2007.129

In summary we are satisfied:

(a) Brown did notdeposeto wordstised by Reed with any precision;

(b) neither his notebook, nor the typed SUITrrnary of the notebook contairrs

a note of wordsto tl\e effect alleged, namely that he had 'the Tight over'

or"controlled' 017;

193

.

(c)

I

ultimately, Brown's evidence was that what Reed said was consistent

with what Austin and joyce had said. This begs tl\e question of what

was previously said. If it be accepted that at best it was proven to

amountto no more than a statement Reed was the contactforthe plot

for the purpose of a joint venture, then it falls fin. short of the

statements alleged. At its highest, Brown's evidence mightjustify a

finding that Reed confirmed he had a 'hold on the land';

Brown made a series of untrue statements to the Dubai prosecutors

about tlT. is coiwersation, In particular he repeatedly advanced the

proposition that Reed was the instigator of it;

(d)

128 Seen801above.

us WithessstatementofDavidScottBrown(6 August2010)t931-t941.

Suntand Waterfront(BVl) Ltd & Anor v Prudentia
11wesinTents Pty Ltd & Ors

(e) on any view of tl\e evidence, the trial judge could not be satisfied
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anything said conveyed to Brown that Prudentia had a legal right to

plot 017;

read as a whole, Brown's witness statemeITt did not support the view

that Reed told Brown that Reed had ITigl, . level connections with

Nakheel. Whether guesses made by Brown in this regard were

reasonable or notis notinpoint,

(f)

Tile email excliniige between Bi'o111/1 rind Joyce o11 16 August 2007

As the SFASOC alleges, 130 late on 16 August 2007 Brown sent an email to

Joyce which said:

We have spoken to the gentleman ir\ Australia, and have a tentative meeting
with him on Sunday. It was a very positive discussion.

10yce emailed Brown back later that day and said:

Good luck, thanks, Ithoughtthey were based here? Anyway the issue for us
is that you can come to an arrangement with them that allows you to deal
directly with us.

Ifit does proceed please Iiaise with Arithony Brearley, our Legal Counsel on
contractissues and Ieff Austin on PIaririing. I will make myself available as
required.

Brown saysin his witness statement:

I understood Joyce's statement that'[a]rLyway the issue for. us is that you can
come to ariarrangementwifriftiemthat allows yotito dealdirectly with us'to
mean that triorderfor Sunland to develop (or buy) the plot, it would have to
come to an arrangement with Reed before it could deal wirl_\ Dubai
Waterfront. 731

194

195

196

197 As the trial judge observed, the emailfrom Toyce must be read in the context

of the circumstances at the time. 132 These included:

Do SEASOCj141.

131 WitriessstatementofDavidScottBrown(6August2010)t1001.

Reasons t731.

Sunland Waterfront(BVl) Ltd & AnorvPrudenha
Investnents Pty Ltd & Ors

(^) joyce had spoken to Brown about a potential joint venture with Reed
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the previous day;

Brown had made the canto Reed in pursuit of a joint venture with

Reed and it was this which was the subject of a 'very positive

discussion';

(b)

Brown ITad indicated that his discussions with Reed would continue

'on Sunday'; and

(d) according to Brown ITirriself, Joyce had felt betrayed by Suntand in the

earlier. prospective joint venture between DWF and Suntand in

connection with plot A10C.

On 221anliary 2009 Brown made a 'dear statement of events' to the Dubai

prosecutors which included the following:

We un\derstood from Nakheel that we had to have an arrangement with
Angus Reed to be able to develop the plottogefliei, .

The trial judge concl^ded:133

Thus, the general tenor of the then prevailing circurrrstances was that there
hadbeen a 'positive' discussionbetween Reed and Brown aboutafuturejoint
venture development and in this contextthe message from Joycecontained in
the emailpleaded by Suntand is therefore no more than invitationalitithat it
suggests to Suntand an opportunity for it and Reed and Prudentia to work
out theirrselves which party win negotiate with DWF on behalf of the
proposed joint venture. in other \-\, ords, if Suntand wants to take the
negotiating seat, then they can come to some arrangement with the future
joint venture partner to that effect. 134

We respectfully agree with his Honour. joyce had been advised by Brown of

a 'very positive discussion' with Reed after a conversation the previous day in

which, as Brown put it in his witness statement, 'Joyce suggested I should contact

Reed if I was interested in a joint venture. ' The words of the email must be

construed in this context.

(.)

198

199

.

.

t

.

200

133 Reasonst761.

134 His Honour also made an incidental finding as to Toyce's possible intentions, We accept
Sunland's submissions that joyce's subjective intention is notthe relevantissue.

Suntand waterfront(BVl) Ltd & triorv Prudentia THECOURT
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a

201 The words 'if it does proceed', used in the emailfrom joyce, refer to the

proposed jointvertture.

The words of the email are fadlitatory, They do not purport to exclude

Suntand from dealing with D\/\IF in the absence of Prudentia. They simply invite

further joint dealings,

We further acceptthe subrnission made o1\behalfofJoyce:135

Suntand's case of deceit and misleadirig or deceptive conduct against Joyce
reaUy boils down to this one email. Although it is not even clear who the
'they' is a reference to136 it is apparent that t}\e words used do not convey a
representation that Prudentia held any 'right' in respect of plot 017 or that
DWF was otherwise constrained in selling Plot 017 to Sunland. The emailis
consistent with Prudentia (or its funding partr'Ier, Och-Zill), rather' than
Suntand, simply being the party to whom DWF intended to sen Plot 017 - as
wasits prerogative. The judge found that'a master developer, such as DWF,
might well choose not to negotiate with every person who expressed an
interest in a particular piece of land and might generally try to negotiate
instead with an interested party, such as Prudentia, if that party was an
experienced developer which tile master developer wanted in the project!. As
the judge found, the emailis equaUy consistent with DWF desiring that there
be a single pointofcontactbetween it and anyjoiritventLirebetweenSunland
and Prudentia/Och-Zill. In one of his early emails to the Dubaiauthorities,
Brown furselfsaid that he asked Brearley, Joyce and Lee whether they knew
about Reed, Prudentia and Och-Ziff and 'talll they knew was that there had
been discussions at a high levelabout the plot, and Oxifflsicl wasinvolved',

The trial judge further addressed the evidence as to Brown's own

understanding of the email at the time including the 'clear statement of 221anuary

2009 provided to Dubaiprosecutorsto which we have already referred:137

The evidence indicates that tits is, in fact, how Brown read the email at the

time he received it. in Brown's emailto Austin on 19 August 2007, he
corLfirmed that the discussions he had with Reed on that day were in
furtherance of the joint venture on Plot 017. In Brown's emailto Sal\ba
Abedian (the Man^ging Director of Sinnand Group Litinted) (with Soheil
Abediancopiedin), the verynextday, 20 August2007, Brownwrote:

'Angus has his foot on the site Iemphasis addedI behind our Waterfront
Plot, and we are negotiating a potential TV with hint. We will have a Draft
Mou from Freehills in the next 2 days, which we will respond to. TITe deal
would be they would put in the land, Suntand pay the Deposit on the land,

202

203

204

135 Joyce'SAPpealSubmissions15.161(citationsomitted).

136 Joyce submitted elsewhere the probability is that'they'is areference to Och-Ziff.

137 Reasons[76](citationsomittedexceptwherenoted).

Sunland Waterfront(BVl) Ltd & AnorvPrudentia
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(about AED T2m) and the IV fund the Soft Costs througl\ to Financing o1
Escrow operation. 50150 Profit Share, and we get our Fees paid through the
job. '

Suntand relied on tits emailin support of its subrntssion 11Tat Reed said to
Brown words to the effect that he had a 'hold on the Plot or that he

'controlled the plot'. in the context of this email, it was subinttted against
Suntand that the mearmg of the idiomto 'putone'sfoot on'something meant
to my clan, I to it and, as such, Brown's choice of words in this email goes
againstSunland. Brown gave evidence incross-examination, mrespect of the
12 September 2007 'put you^ foot on the plot' email, that he thought that to
'put our foot on the plotto secure it' meantto sign a SPA. However, I accept
that the subintssion 11Tat Brown used the phrase in the same way in his 20
August 2007 emailto Sanba Abedian is not open to Sinnand, given Brown's
adriftssion that he knew when he sent this email, that there was no signed
SPA in favour of Reed, or the Prudentia parties, Accordingly, it follows miny
view that Brown'sreference to Reed having his 'foot on the site' on 20 August
2007 must be understood according to the conventional mearmg of that
idiom, which does not generally connote something in the nature of a legal
entitlement. 138 Suntand, inits responsive subrntssions, emphasised the use of
the word 'has' with respect to Angus and his footbathgsome significance in
relation to these idiomatic uses by reference to the difference in expression in
this respect in the 'put your foot on it' email. In my view, tins is merely a
semantic distinction and does not affect the sense conveyed tilting 20 August
2007 email, as indicated. Neither do Ithink Suntand's position is aided in this
respectby the reference to another emailsent by Brown to Reed on the same
day: 'Unfortunately we cannot proceed on a Joint Venture based on the terms
outfined myour email, We wish you an the bestwittit}lis ...'.

138 hithis respect, the following entry for the word "foot' (noun) appearing in the Oofor, d English
Dictioimiy is noted:

"33. Milde, ,foot: (sometimes written as one word. ) a. beneath one's feet; often to
ti, "Triple or tre@, I jut, lei. foot miso feet), in lit. sense, also jig. to oppress, outrage,
condemn. To miltg, 1/@tie I'lldei'foot: to bring into, hold in subjection, To c@st
lindenoot: to ruin

TITe expression is, however, clearly used more idiomatically. The closest formal
references to similar idiomatic use appear in the foUowing reference works; the first
in the Over'd Dirtioiiniy of Engi^^11 Idioms and the second in Webster's Nezo World
American Idiomis Hintdbook:

have (o7, get) a foot in the door have (or gain) a first introduction to a profession or
organization

get one's footin the door

to succeed in the first sinaU step toward a larger opportunity or success; often used '
in a business context. Alludes to a door-to-door salesman putting ITis foot in the
doorway to prevent the door from being closed before Ile or she can make a sales
pitch. * He's tried lilyce limes to 111eel nil'tli the dii'ectoi; but 11nsii't gotten his foot in the
door yel. * Die only tony to get your foot in the door with flint company I'S to know
someone who cool, ks flint

Clearly idiomatic expressions must, when used, derive particular. meaning from the
context of their usage. Nevertheless these "definitions" emphasise a common thread,
namely that the use of these and similar expressions do not generaUy connote any
"right" or "entitlement'.

Suntand Waterfront(BVl) Ltd& Anor v Prudentia
Investinents Ply Ltd & Ors
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205 We respectfully agree that these conclusions accord with the weight of the

evidence and supporttlte view that read in contextjoyce's email of 16 August 2007

did ITo more tlTan invite ajointventure proposal from Suntand.

If we are incorrect in tltis conclusion, there is a further substantial issue as to

the reliance (if any) of Suntand upon the email. We shall come to this shortly.

206

Tile meeting of 19 August 2007

Priorto the meeting which Brown had arranged with Reed, Brown prepared a

series offeastbility calculations estimating the potential yield which could be derived

from redevelopment of plot 017. The finalsuch calculation showed a potential

profit of 26 per cent.

He also sent a number of emails to Reed including one in which he said he

would have an offer ready when Reed arrived, Brown's witness statement indicates

the meeting took place at Suntand's Dubai office at about noon on 19 August2007.

Reed had flownin that morning. Brown describesthe meeting asfollows:

Reed told me that Ilehadbeento see Nakheelbefore seeing me.

Reed cornii. med that his American parttiers were Och-Ziff, who were a hedge
fund with $30 billion minvestrnents. He also mentioned he had worked with

people, or had an office in Hong Kong (IC^lotremember which), who were
connected with Och-Ziff in some way. He said he was representing this
Group and that Ile was looking at property investoient opportunities in
Dubai, He told me that his contactiriHongKong was 'Zo}tan'.

Reed outlined the terms of a IV as he saw it. Reed stated the land price in tliis
area of Waterfront would be as high as AED 1751sq. ft, but he could obtain a
price of AED 1351sqft from Dubai Waterfront. Based on this saving, he
wanted a fee of AED 401sqft multiplied by the totalBUA on the site, (which
was AED 1,607,052), which would be approximately AED 65M, Reed
requested that this uplift be paid as a consultancy fee to Prudentia for
services. Reed indicated that a consultancy fee would be more tax effective for
Prudentia.

Reed said the fee could be paid either by Suntandpaying to have equity in the
deal, or Sunland alternatively could contribute the soft costs and land
paymentsto the joint venture up to this value.

Reed said Sunland would need to make paymentsif purchasers' escrow fund
payments were trustitficient. in Dubai, purchasers pay an ittitial deposit into

207

208
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an escrow account and then make regular. instaiment payments into that
account during construction, with a smaller payment at completion. Suntand
would not start construction until it thought it had sold enough runts to
ensure that there were enough payments in the escrow accountto complete
construction. He said that iffundirig was required, then he knew ANZ BarTIC
from Australia could be a good option as he knew that they were aggressiveIy
looking to lend development funds.

Reed said ITis deal with Dubai Waterfront was based on AED 1351sqft on
BUA witit the following payment ternrs:

5% on execution of the contract;

10% at handover(in about6 months);

10% at 6months after, handover;

20% at I_2 months after handover;

20% at 18 months after handover;

20% at 24monttis after handover;

,

This payment plan was the same one advised by Joyce intrie 15 August 2007
phone canthatldiscuss above.

Reed said to metlTathislawyers would draftup a Mou.

Itold Reed that Sunland would consider his proposal and discuss it with
Soheil, and suggested that we meetagairithe nextday,

Reed presented himselfto me as a person whose objective was to identify a
partner. who was a strong developer that could deliver for his investment
group infrae Waterfront project.

15% at 36 months after handover.

,

.

Reed showed me the Nakheel plan for the re-design of Plot 017 at that
meeting. It wasthe same plan that Austin had shown me on 15 August 2007,
namely the plan now shown to me [SUN. 002,008,0006]. W^ di^. us^^d th^
shortcomings of the plan and Itold litm Sinnandwas working on some ideas
to unprove It.

There were a number of things he wastelling me that tied in with whatjoyce
had told me. It all added up. He came across as a serious TV partner, looking
for a premium on the land. This was not unlike Suntand, which would
normally charge a TV parti'Ier a fee for Sumand securing a site and producing
a concept design WITich optirntsed the site yield. 139

209 Brown also says both Joyce and Reed told litm that 11.0 payments had been
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made on the plotto date and payment offive percent would be made on execution

of aspA. In cross-examination Brownsaidhe did notask Reedfor any documentary

evidence of Reed's hold on the land because he knew the land 'was being created'. 140

He also agreed that SUITland was keento be involved in ajointventure. 141

The SFASOC focuses upon the request Reed made at this meeting for a

premium as part of the jointventure proposal.

15 On 19 August 2007, Brown met with Reed at Sumand's Dubaioffice
and durii\gftiatmeetingReedsaid to Brownwords to the effectthat:

'tile price in the area in which Plot 017 is located is as high as15.1

AE0175 sq/ft,

'ICan obtainaprice of AE0135 sq/ftfromDubaiWaterftont';

'I want compensation of AE040 sq/ft as part of the terms of a
jointventure'; and

'it would be more tax effective forthe compensation to be paid
as a fee to Prudentia for consultancy services'.

16 At the meeting on 19 August2007referredto triparagraph 15 above:

16.1 Reed told Brown the payment ternrs on which Reed was
acquiring Plot017;

16.2 the payment ternrs that Reed told Brownwere exactlyttTe same
as those that Joyce told Brown on 15 August 2007, as pleaded
in paragraph 12.3 above;and

Reed showed Brown exactly the same draft plan for the re-
configuration of the land containing Plot 017 that Austin had
shown Brown in their meeting on 15 August 2007, as pleaded
imparagraph 11.1 above. 142

The evidence as to what was said at this meeting raises a series of matters

relevant to SUITland's case upon reliance but irisofar as the case on representation is

concerned:

210

15.2

15.3

15.4

211

16.3

140 Trialtranscript, 33

141 Trialtranscript, 86.

in SFASOCt151-t161
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(b) the allegations and evidence as to the request for a premium concern

compensation for the difference in price which Reed asserted he could

obtain below market price. On its face there is notlting inherently

improper mseeking such a fee;

(c) nor does the basis offhe request imply a legal rightto acquire the land.

The premise of the request is simply an asserted bargaining position.

Brown's evidence further established that the intention on Suntand's part was

if any payment was payable to Prudentia it would come out at the completion of a

jointventure development.

Following the meeting on 19 August 2007 Brown and Reed exchanged emails

about the proposed joint venture, Writlst accepting that a preintum of tl\e type

sought by Reed might be paid in principle, Suntand putforward its own model of

jointventure. Reed rejected this proposal on 20 August 2007:

Firstly thank you for your proposal my intialtsiCl cozyrrnents is that a TV on
these terms would hold little appeal as the money would be all be being
provided by ourside the basic approachlwas proposing wasthatyouvalued
the land as proposed below [in Brown's email] plus the 40 upliftt Isic] and
that titsformed the equity amountfo^ our side and that you putforward an
equal amount of equity this covering the soft cost and land PUTchacse Isicl
until the project pre sales reach an acceptable levelfor funding to be put in
place and then if further equity is required beyond nits to deliver. the project
then both parties contribute 50150.

Reed sent a further emailto Brown indicating amongst other things that he

was talking to another party, buttlxis was not'}xis preferred approach' and he would

defer ai\y discussions with the other party until after Reed and Brown had met on

21 August2007.

After receipt of Reed's emails, Brownemailed Abedianwiththe coriumentthat

Reed wai\ted 'us to putin 65m'. The evidence of Brown and Abediait. wasthatthey

had a discussion about Reed's email and that Abedian's opinion was that the terms

proposed by Reed were unacceptable to Suntand because they did not fit the

Suitland joint venture model. Brown's evidence was that Abedian 'instructed lite to

2T2

213

.
.

*

214

215
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respond to Prudentia that we could not proceed with the IV and to wisl\them luck'

and that Brown responded to Reed to this effect. Brown sent an emailto Reed

stating 'untortunately we cannot proceed on a joint venture based on the terms

outlined in your email. ' Brown also sent an email to Abedian noting that'we will

need to let MatL 110ycel know tomorrow'. Reed responded to Brown's email

indicating that he still wanted to meet with Brown and adding that 'Its clear

preference having slept on it is to find an approach that can work with Suntand',

Brown's evidence was that after this emaillTe had a conversation with Reed and

during the conversation Reed offered to move towards the Suntand proposal and

they discussed 'the high levellV ternTs'

After a further discussion between Brown and Abedian, Brown sent a further

emailto Reed stating:

Based orionr discussion lcancor^irm the following TV proposal-

. The Site will bettansferred to a SPV comprising a50/50shareholdirig
for each Farmer, and a TV Agreement will be signed

. The first Land Instahnent payment of 5% Deposit will be paid by
Suntand

. Alitheotherconditionsofourpreviousemailwnlstand.

o hithe event that our IV Farmer fails to fulfilfrie payment obligations
for Land as required by DWF, Sunland has tiTe Tightto take over the
IV andmaketheother LandPayments

. Under this scenario, the TV would be at an end, and the Partner's
shares intrieTVwould transfer to Suntand, withno PrernttTmpayable.

. Soft Costs through to the stage of adequate Presales will be funded
equally by both parties

We understand that there are no Transfer Fees applicable to the TV.

Ifthese terms are acceptable, we can meet with you at loam and show you
the Feasibility

At this pointlamnotin a position to show you our Design Concept. ..

Brown's evidence was that at this point in the joint venture negotiations

Abedian and Brown were prepared to show Reed their preliminary thoughts as to

feasibility studies but were not prepared to show him any design drawings because
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Brown knew he wastalking to other' parties.

Later that day (20 August 2007) Brown again met Reed at Suntand's Dubai

office and they agreed a programfor developing the proposed jointventure overthe

nextt}rree to five weeks:

137.1 The parties would agi. ee to joint ventui. e headlines and prepare a
Mou;

137.2 There would be a due diligence period including planimg and design
discussions with DubaiWaterfront;

137.3 Subject to finalismg the Mou, Sumand would become the negotiating
party with Nakheel;

137.4 If Prudentia and Sunland could not agree to a joint venture agreement
then Sinnand could step into Prudentia's shoes and buy the site at the
pre-agreed rate of AED 1351sq. ft;

137.5 The target date for signing a joint venture agreement would be
30 September 2007;

137.6 Achievesitehandoverbetween311anuary 2008 and3T March2008;

137.7 Commenceconstruction work within 12 months of site handover. 143

218

219 As the trial judge observed:

The evidence that'subjectto finalismg an agi, eement, Sunland would become
the negotiating party with Nakheal' is consistent with the arrangement
referred to by Joyce on 16 August 2007 as being one by which Sinn^Id would
be authorised to speak to DWF on behalf of the joint venture. 144

Brown also said in ITis reply witness statement that at this second meeting on

20 August 2007 with Reed, it was agreed Brown would negotiate with Austin on

technical planning and design matters, and that Julianne Stringer145 (then General

Counsel of the Dubaibranch of Suntand) would negotiate the final terms offhe SPA

with Brearley (then the Senior Legal Counselfor DWF). Brown said Suntand wasto

have no role in relation to tl\e terms of the actual purchase and the price as Brown

understood that Reed and Prudentia controlled the land and that the price of

,

,

220

143 WitnessstatementofDavidScottBrowit(6August2010)11371

144 Reasonst931(citation removed)

145 Later, Julianl\e Clyde-Smith and referred to in tile trial judge's reasons by titatname.
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AED 135 per square foot and the instalmentschedule had already been agreed, The

trialjudge observed:

This evidence is inconsistent with his earlier evidence t}Tat Sinnand would

conduct negotiations with Nakheel and is also inconsistent with his dealings
with Brearley and Lee on 12 September where a price of AED T20 per square
foot was discussed with respectto Plot 017.146

After the second meeting on 20Aug!1st 2007, Brown sent an email to

SahbaAbedian writc}\ provided Reed's email details to him and stated in part,

'Angus has foot on the site behind our Waterfront Plot, and we an'e negotiating a

potential IVwith him. '

221

Tile drillt inIPIei, lentqtioii rigreeiiteiit of 23 August 2007

Suntand next pleads an emailfrom Reed to Brownsentoit. 23 August 2007:

17 On 23 August2007, manemailReed sentto Brown:

T7. I Reed attached a draft document prepared by FreehiUs
solicitors in Melbourne on belTaif of Prudentia, entitled

Tinplementation Agreement';

Reed referred to the attached Implementation Agreement and
then stated that he did read it tin, ough last night and think it
reflects our understanding';

The attached Implementation Agreement:

17.3. I recited in clause I 'Backgi'Dund' that 'Prudentia has
reached agi'eemerLt with IDLxbai Waterfront LLCj to
acquire and develop tPlot 017j'; and

17.3.2 provided in clause 3(a) of the operative part that
'Prudentia agi'ees to introduce Suntand to tDubai
Waterfront LLCl and allow Sadand to negotiate the
acquisition of IPIot 0171'; ... 147

222

17.2

17.3

223 In his witnessstatement Brownsaid:

In paragraph I of the 'Background' the draft agt. eement ITeferritig to the
Implementation Agreementl stated 'Prudentt'n jins 7.00clied fig, 'eenieiit Initli tile
Sellei' to itcqi{ite rind denelop tile Plope, 'tv'. I understood this to mean that
Prudentia had a Tight to acquire and develop Plot 017, which further

146 Reasons[95]

,,, SFASOC1171.
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rentorced Joyce, Austin and Reed's comments that Prudentia controUed the
plot. 148

WITen reference is made to tlie implementation agreement as a whole it

contained tl\e following relevantstatements (emphasis added):

Background I Prudentiahasreachedagt'eement
andwith the Seller to acquite

develop the Property.
2 SunnandhasproposedtoPrtidentia

that it could develop tite Property
into 2 residential towers and other

ancillary uses. It is proposed that
willthe residential towers

71 floors and 45 floorscomprise

respectively (Development).
3 Sunnand has agreed to provide

further. information regarding the
proposed Development subject to
the ternrs of this agL'eement.

4 This implementation Agreement
records the arrangements agreed
between the Parties and serves as a

basis for the Parties moving

forward ingood faith.

224

,

I

2

"

General rind les

(^)

The Parties agree that:

Prudentia loin niloi!I Sunland to negotiate to negotiate [siC] the
acquisition of the Property;

the Parties will act reasonably and in good faiti\ in an endeavour to
negotiate and agi. ee upon the form of a joint venture agreement in
respect to the development of the Property;

in the event that the parties are unable to negotiate and agree on the
form of ajointventure agl. eementin respectto the development of the
Property and Sunland or a Related Party of Sunnand enters into a sale
and purchase agreement, contract of sale or other form of agreement
for the acquisition of an interest in the Property, Sunland has agreed
to pay to Prudentia the sum of AED 64,282,080,

the Covenantor has agL. eed to guarantee to Prudentia the payment of
ate consulting fee by Sinnand, subjectto, and in accordance with, the
ternrs and conditions set out intriis agreement,

(b)

(,)

(d)

148 WithessstatementofDavid ScottBrown (6August2010)[T45]
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(^) Prudei\tia agi. ees to introduce Suntand to the Seller and nilot!? Suntand
to negotiate tile 17cqttisiti'o11 offIle Plope, '41-

Prudentia is entitled to receive full details of all relevant titformation

obtained by Suntand in the course of its negotiations with the Seller,

Suntandmust, at its cost, promptly:

(1) give Prudentia any report and itLformation reasonably
required by Prudentia from time to tinte; and

(2) on becoming aware of anyirLformation of importance, forward
a copy of it to Prudentia.

Suntand must, during working hours and on reasonable notice to
Suntand, give Prudentia fullrights of access to and inspection of all
information under Suntand'scontrolrelating to the Development.

(b)

(c)

(d)

4

(^)

ointVentureA eement

The Parties must act, and must procure that their lawyers act,
reasonably and in good faith in amendeavour to negotiate and agree
upontheformofajointventure or other formofagi. eementacceptable
to the Parties for the development of the Property (Formal
Agreement).

The Formal Agreement must contain those matters referred to in
Schedule 2.

The Parties agree that the predse structure and terms of the Formal
Agreement are to be advantageous from a financing corporate
governance and asset protection perspective.

The Parties shall use their best endeavours to execute the Formal

Agreement by 30september2007,

Provision of Infonnation

(b)

(c)

Within5 Business Days of the date of tilts agi'eement, Sunland must at
its cost provide Prudentia with the following information concerning
the Development:

(a) Suntand'sdesignconceptfordevelopmentoftheProperty

(b) abudgetofsoftcosts to enable the Parties to launchthe Development;

(c) afullfeasibility fordevelopmentofftteProperty;

(d) a development timeltrIe highlighting key Tm}estones for. the
Development including dates for. achieving desired presale targets,
project delivery targets and constrizction Tiniestones;

(e) a detailed cash flow analysisfor the Development based on Suntand's
feasibility;

(f) amarketingbudgetandtimelir\e;and

Sunland Waterfront(BVl) Ltd & Anorv Prudentia
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(g) any other. intoTmation reasonably requested by Prudentia relating to
Sunland's proposal for development of the Property,

6

(a)

ointVenture Discussion Grou

A control group will be established as soon as practicable by the
Parties andwillcomprise two representatives of each of Prudentia and
Suntand, Representatives may be replaced at the discretion of the
nominating Party, Representatives may noirtinate alternates to attend
meetii\gs of Joint Venture Discussion Group at their discretion.

The Parties acknowledge that the initial members of the JointVenture
Discussion Group are:

PrtLdentiai:epresentatives: AngusReed andlohnRoysinttti

SunlandRepreserLtatives: DavidBrownaitdt#I

Quorum for a meeting of}ointVenture Discussion Group shall be the
attendance of at least one representative (or alternate) normiTated by
Prudentia and at least one representative of Sunland.

The tasks of Joint Venture Discussion Group are to determine the
ternrs and conditions of a joint venture arrangement between
Prudentia andSunlandforftie development of the Property.

(b)

(,)

(d)

7

(a)

Pa merit of Consultan

.

in consideration of Prudentia permitting Sumand to negotiate with the
Seller for the acquisition of the Property, Suntand agrees that if
Suntand or a Related Party of Sultand enters into a sale and purchase
agreement, contract of sale or other form of agi. eement for the
acquisition of an interest in the Property with the Seller' (Acquisition
Agi. eement) and the Parties have not entered into the Formal
Agreement, Suntand must, at the election of Prudentia:

(1) paytoPn, deadaftIe sumofAED 64,282,080; or

(2) provide Prudentia with a credit note in the sum of AED
64,282,080, on the date that Sunland ei\ters into the Acquisition
AgL'eement as a consultancy fee for services provided by
Prudentia to Suntand in introducing Sinnand to the Seller and
assisting innegotiations between the Seller. and Suntand.

The Covenantor guarantees to Prudentia the payment of tl\e
consulting fee by Sadand,

Fee

(b)

9

The Parties agree tlTat, except as expressly contemplated in this agl. eement,
they will not, eit}Ter alone or with anTy other entity, participate or be involved
tiltlTe acquisition or development of the Property.
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The Parties must observe the obligations of excltisivity and confidentiality
expressed in this agreement for 3 years from the date of receipt of the
Confidential information, notwithstanding termination of this agreement.

Schedule 2 of the draft agreement(refer. red to in clause 4 of the operative part

set out above)included the following (emphasis added):

OverviewI.

225

(^) Prudentia will incorporate or acquire a new special PIxrpose company
to hold the freehold interest tilthe Property (LandCo).

The Parties will incorporate a new special PUT. pose company to
undertakethe development of the Property (NewCo).

Prudentia and Sinnandwilleachhold a50% interest in New Co.

LandCo will enter' into a development agreement with NewCo
granting NewCo all development rights over the Property. LandCo
would make the land available assecurity for the land acquisition and
construction facilities.

Prudentia would be responsible for alland payments due under the
sale and purchase agreement with the Sener exceptfor the deposit of
AED 10,847,601whichwouldbe payable by Sunland.

Pmdentia will seek to finance payment of the land payments from
tintd party debt financiers and the cost of finance shall be treated as a
joint venture cost.

(b)

(.)

(d)

(^)

(f)

5

Prudentia is to be paid a preintum of AED 40 for the land based on a
developable area of 1,607,052 square feet.

Distribution of Profits6.

Premium

Profit is equally shared, with the distribution of moneys at PI, oject Completion
as follows-

(a) SeniorDebtrepaid

(b) MezzartineDebttepaid

(c) Land@ridPreriiiu, ,ITepaid

Profit Share distributed(d)

226 Suntand subrrtitted that parajll of the 'Background' recitals to the draft

agreement constituted art uriambiguous representation that Prudentia had reached a
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clear agreement with the seller of plot 017 and that it was an agreement to acquire

and develop the property. It further subntitted that the provisions of the agreement

witch referred to Prudentia 'allowing' or 'permitting' Suntand to negotiate

reir^orced the representation.

The trial judge rejected this submission because other provisions offhe draft

made it clear that the agreement was merely the transfer of something in the nature

of art opportunity to negotiate with DWF in Prudentia's shoes. He did so, secondly,

because subsequent events, coininurricatioi\s art. d the evidence as to Suntand's

understanding of the nature of the position of the Prudentia parties with respectto

plot 017 supported the proposition that there was no misrepresentation innerentin

the draft or, to the extentthatthere may have been, there was rLo reliance upon it on

Suntand's part. 149

Clauses2, 3 and 7 of the draftimplementation agreement make clear in our

view that the parties understood the terms of the acquisition of the property and any

formal joint venture agreement had yet to be negotiated. If Do joint venture

agreement was entered, Suntand could buy the property for itself alone and the

consultancy fee which was contemplated in those circumstances was payable 'for

services provided by Prudentia to Suntand trinityodt, tiffg Suitlmid to tile seller rind

ussisting ill negotintioits bett!?eat tile seller rind Sun!rind. ' Alternatively, if the land could

be purchased and a joint venttire agreement was concluded, Prudentia was to

receive a different amount (called a 'premium') out of the joint venture profits at the

conclusion of the development. The agreement as a whole demonstrates tlTatthe

parties understood that Prudentia had not reached a final agreement with DWF to

acquire and develop plot 017.

As we have said, one offhe points of agreement between Reed and Brown on

20 August 2007 was that:'Subject to finalismg the Mou, Suntand would become the

negotiating party with Nakheel. ' The implementation agreement directly reflected

227

228

.

, .

229

149 Reasonst991.
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,

this agreement in principle. In cross-exainination Brown maintained that his

understanding was that Reed remained in charge of negotiations with DWF in

respect of price but Suntand was intended to be ill charge of negotiations in terms of

legal terminology and technical and design issues. 150 This is not a distinction drawn

either in the points of agi'eement Teacl\ed on 20August 2007 or in the draft

agreement.

230 The trial judge concluded:151

The Suntand submissions with respect to paragraph I of the recitals, or
background, to the draft Implementation Agreement or Mou or their final
executed emanations in the form of the Prudentia agreement or the Hartley
agreement are inconsistent with the express and unambiguous operative
terms of the agreement and also inconsistentwith the adjntssible surroundirtg
circuirrstarices known and understood by Brown and Abedian on 30 August
2007 when Brown returned the draftlmplementation Agreement the Mou
with marked LIP changes to Reed; when Sinnand procured Prudentia's
agreement to stand in the shoes of both Prudentia and Suntand to secure Plot
017 for their proposed joint venture; and intrie particular circumstances
leading to the offer and acceptance of a "walk away" fee which was
proposed, urinaterally, by Abediari in ternrs which cut across entii. ely and
unexpectedly the then agi'eed PTOgi'ess of the parties' ISIcl towards a joint
venture. In any event, the significance which Suntand sought to accord to
paragraph I of the redtals is inconsistent with longstaridirig authority witch
is to the effect that if there is any ambiguity in a recital to an agi. eement and
its operative clanses are clear and uriambiguotis, then the latter, the operative
clauses, prevatlin the construction of the agreement or instrument. 152

23T In our view, it is sufficient to say that the statements made in para 111 of the

150

151

Trial transcript, 100

Reasons 11061 (citation in original)

O'Lollghliit rind 01's 11 Mom^t 15n rind Allor (1998) 71 SASR 206 and Clinciiiol Holdings Ply Ltd o
Handbe, 'g [2005] FCAFC 40 where T^inberm^I, at 1441 quoted with approval the judgment of
Lander I, at 218-219 in O'Lollgltliii; North and Dowsettjl concurring. See also Finitk!rinds Piy
Ltd u Metcaslt Trading Limited t20091 NSWCA407 att3791- t3901 per CampbeUIA with whom
Allsop P at 1291 and see GilesjA at [49],t631. Norton on Derds(2"d ed by Robe"tF. Norton QC,
Sweet and Maxwell, London 1928) states the principle very clearly (at p 197, with examples
from the cases, pp T97-20T):

If botlt rlTe recitals and tite operative part of a deed are clear and uriaiT\biguous, buttltey
are itTconsistent with eaclt outer, tite operative partis to be preferred.

'If the recitals are ambiguous and rite operative part is clear, the operative part must
pre, ^it', perLord Esher, MR. , E"p. Din""s (1886), }7Q. B. D. 275, at p 286.

It follows that a specffic description of property, or a specific statement of whatis intended to be
done, contained in the operative part will not be controlled by a general description, or a general
or ambiguous statenTent, contained in the recitals

152
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'BackgrotiiTd' recitals in the draft agreement must be read in the context of the

further' provisions offITe draft agreement. For the reasons we have explained, when

the document is read as a whole, we do not accept that it could be understood to

represent that Prudentia had finalised an agi'eement to acquire and develop plot

017.

rite telephone con"87sntioit of 29 August 2007

Suntand next alleges asfollows:

18 On 29 August 2007, Joyce telephoned Brown and during that
telephone conversation said to Brown words to the effect that
'Sinnand should come to an agreement with Reed as soon as possible
because there were other. buyers around including Russians who
might offer Reed AE0220 sq/ftor more for the land'. 153

In his witness statement, Brown says:

Joycesaid to me that Sinnarid should come to agreement with Reed as152

soon as possible at a preinium of AED 401sqftfor Plot 017 as there
were other buyers around who might offer Reed AED 2201sqft or
more for the land. Joyce mentioned the name of a group called
FatalIi', who he said were a Russian group, and said words to the
effect of 'they have been pressing Dubai Waterfront for Reed I
Prudentia's names. They only need to go to the sales departrnent and
will get Its name and talk to him'. This indicated to me that the sales
teamwere keentohave artsPA finalisedand signed on this plotand if
they could introduce one of the Russian buyers to Reed I Prudentia
who could be Reed I Prudentia's IV partiIer the transactiot\ could be
concluded faster. My concern was ti. Tat this could make Reed keener to
work with a group like FatalIirather than Suntand as he may be able
to obtain a higher preinttxmfrom that group.

Joyce said to me that these groups were not proven developers and
are probably speculators but Reed might increase the price if Sunnand
did notlock in the prerntum quickly. 154

The trial judge concluded:T55

In any event, even on Brown's accouiTtof the conversation on 29 August 2007,
tl\e words said to Itave been spoken by Joyce do not convey a representation
that Reed or Prudentia had some legal or other. rightto Plot 017. The words

232

233

,

.

234

153

in SEASOCj181.

"5* With^ssstatementofD^vidScottBrown(6August2010)[152]-[153].

155 Reasonst1/3/, 11151(citationsomittedexceptwherenoted)
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attributed to Joyce are wholly consistent with Reed simply being in
negotiations with DWF in respect of plot Dl_7. As was subrnitted on behalf of
Joyce, there is no doubt, as Suntand knew from experience, that there were a
huge number of property speculators, as opposed to the proven developers
Joyce was most interested in getting involved in the Waterfront project, doing
business in Dubai who might be interested in offering DWF larger sums of
money for Plot 017. According to Brown, Lee and Joyce were keen to get
proven developers in to actually build on the land in Precinct D, rather than
perpetuate the specitlative cycle of plot "flipping". 156 Accordingly, it was
subrnttted on behalf of Joyce that the statements attributed by Suntand to
Joyce were neither Tmsleadirig nor deceptive. Indeed, it was submitted, they
were exactly what one nitght have expected from someone of Joyce's
seniority. On the basis of these subrntssions and the evidence already
considered mrelatiorLto the Plot 017 transaction, lain of the view that titis is

entirely correct, both in tentrs of Joyce's statements being neither misleading
nor deceptive and also that, in the circiLiustances, they were the sort of
statements one would have expected from a senior officer. of DWF, such as
Joyce. Finally, I also accept that, in any event, whatever transpired din'ing
ftiis conversation, it was entirely superseded by the advice given to Brown in
his telephone conversation with Lee and Brearley on 12September 2007 in
which they told Brown that Suntand and Prudentia had better "put their foot
on" Plot 017 to secure it. For reasons indicated in more detail elsewhere, I

regard that conversation and the emails and other events which flowed from
that as making it absolutely clear, if it was not ah. eady clear, that no
representations were being made by Joyce, Reed or the Prudentia parties
which were Tiltsleadirig or deceptive or, in terms of the tort of deceit,
fraudulent.

In my opimon, the Sunland evidence in relation to this 29 August 2007
conversation does not assist Suntand's case. It is equivocal in critical respects
and, further, is, in my view, quite consistent with Joyce simply urging
SUITland to "get on with" its joint venture arrangements in relation to Plot
017, ...

235 We respectfully agree with this lastconclusion.

rite rolled-up PIendiiig us to representntioits

236 Suntand alleges that the statements pleaded by it to which we have already

referred 'amounted to representations':

19 The preintses pleaded above amounted to representations ('the
Representations') made by Joyce (namely paragraphs 9, T2, 14 and 18)
and al^o made by R^^d (n^rody pyrog^^pts 13,15,16 and 17) that

156 A term which described tile ongoing process of speculation on land in Dubai; as districtfrom
its actual development
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19.1 Reed or Prtidentia or both of them had a rightto acquire Plot
0170r the landoiIwhichPlot017waslocated;

DubaiWaterfrontcould not, withoutthe agreement of Reed or
Prudentia or both of them, sell Plot 017 or the land on which

Plot 017 was located, or any rights in connection with the
development thereof, to Sunland; and

if Suntand wished to purchase Plot 017 or the land on which
Plot 017 was located, or acquire any rights in connection with
the development of Plot 017 it had to negotiate and make a
contract with Reed or Prudentia or both of them. 157

19.2

237

19.3

We have already explained why the trialjudge wascorrectintreating:

(a) the first pleaded representation as the assertion of a representation as

to a legally enforceable (and transferable) rightto acquire plot 017; and

(b) the tlti:ee representations as a rolled-up whole, each building logically

from the preceding proposition and andependentuponthefirst.

Remembering that the courtstask wasto evaluate what a reasonable person

in the position of Brown and Abedian (for Suntand) would have understood the

relevant statemeITts to mean, assessed in the light of all the surrounding

circuinstances, in our view the trialjudge was correctto conclude that:

(a) ITone offhe oral or emailstatements of Joyce or Reed amounted to

representations that Reed or Prudentia had a rightto acqtiire plot 017.

In particular the weight of the evidence supported the following

conclusions:

238

.

.

.

. an initialstatement by Joyce on 15 August 2007 that Reed was the

'contactfor' plot 017 as alleged in the SFASOC would not amount

to a statement Reed or Prudentia had anghtto acquire 017;

.

SFASOC IT9i.

Sunland Waterfront(BVl) Ltd & Anor v Prudentia
Investments Pts, Ltd BC Ors

Brown's evidence was that he was aware from the outset that the

design was not complete and rLO SPA had beensigned;

Brown's evidence was that Toyce referred to Reed specifically in the

'157

.
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*

.

context of a potential jointventure;

the evidence asto what Reed firstsaid to Brown when Brown Tang

him on 16Augtist 2007 does not SLIPport the conclusion Reed

conveyed to Brown that Prudentia or Reed had a right to acquire

plot 017;

the emailfrom joyce of 16 August 2007 was sent in the mutually

understood context of a proposed joint venture and did not

impliedIy represent Reed or Prudentia held a right to acquire plot

Dj7;

.

o

. the discussion between Reed and Brown at Reed's office on

19 August 2007 did not involve or amount to an assertion on the

part of Reed or Prudentia of a rightto acquire plot 017.

paralll of the 'Background' recitals to the draft implementation

agreement coupled with of3(a) did not amountto a representation of a

rightto acquire plot 017when read in the context of the document as a

whole orin the 11gl\t of the parties' clear mutual understanding that 110

agreement for acquisition of the land had in factbeerLfinalised.

none of the statements relied upon amounted to representations that

DWF could not without the agreement of Reed or Prudentia sentl\e

land proposed to be comprised in 017. In particular no statement was

made by Reed remoteIy suggesting this. No oralstatement was made

by Joyce to this effect and the email of 16August 2007 when

11nderstood in context does notrepresentthis.

rLo statements were made by either Reed or Joyce to the effect that if

Suntand wished to purchase plot 017 or the land on which plot 017

was located, or acqtiire ally rights in connection with tl\e development

of plot 017 it had to negotiate and make a contract with Reed or

(b)

(.)

(d)
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Tile/117thei, Septentbei, 2007 negotintions

Suntand next alleges that two officers of DWF (notjoii\ed as defendants) told

Brown on 12September 2007 that plot 017rntghtbesold on the openmarket.

24 On 12 September 2007, Marcus Lee ('Lee'), tlTe Project ControlGroup
Director at Dubai Waterfront, and Arithony Byearley ('Brearley'), the
Senior Legal Counsel at Dubai Waterfront made a jointtelephone call
to Brown during the coin'se of which:

24.1 one or both of them (Brown cannotTTow recallwhich) said to
Brown words to the effectthat they had attended a meeting on
the evening of Tuesday 11 September 2007 with Dubai
Waterfront's marketing department;

one or both of them (Brown cannot now recaU which) said to
Brown words to the effect that T am concerned that the

marketing people wintry to sellPlot 017 and we will have no
control overthis'; and

24.3 one or both of them (Brown carmot now recallwhich) said to
Brown words to the effect that you should immediately put
your foot on the plot'. 158

Inbis witnessstatement Brown says:

On 12 September 2007, I received a telephone callfrom Brearley and Lee at
Waterfront. My file notes of this call are contained at page '. 0122' of my
Notebook and at page '. 0055' of the document now shownto me. miny typed
notes, I say that tins was a meeting. After further consideration, I believe that
it was a telephone call.

Brearley and Lee said to me that it would be a lot easier. if Och-Ziff did not
want to proceed with the site and Suntand could buy the site itselffor AED
1201sqft.

I understood, from tits discussion, that Dubai Waterfront still requlL. ed
Sunland to dealwith Reed, Pindentia and Och-Ziffpriorto having any rights
to the plot. By ETearley and Lee stating that it would be easier if Och-Ziff did
not wantto proceed with the site, I understood that this meant Ocl\-Ziff or
Prudentiahadcontrolovertheproperty.

During this telephone call, either Brearley or Lee said to me:

fitat they had attended a meeting on the evening of 11 September
2007 with the marketing departtnent;

239

Prudentia orboth offhem.

24.2

240

.

.

,

,

158 SFASOCt241.
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.

.

That they had concerns that the marketing people win try and sellPlot
017 and that they would haveno controloverit;

You should immediately "put your foot on the plot".

After this telephone call, on the same day, I sent an emailto Reed, a copy of
which is shown to me. This emailsaid:

Angus,

Looking forward to receiving the Mou tomorrow, but neard some news
today which Ifeltlneeded to pass on to you

ITeceived a can from Marcos Lee (MattToyce's No. 2) and Arithony Brearley
(the DWF Lawyer)regarding Plot D-17,

They were at a Marketing meeting on Tuesday night and the rearrangement
of the Plotwasshown and discussed.

Marcus and Arithony are now concerned tlTat the Marketing people are likely
10 by to senthe Plot, and they will have no controloverthis

They suggest we immediately ''put OUTfootonthe Plot"to secure it

To do this, we need to sign a Sale and Purchase Agreement(SPA)

This Agreement witlspell out the Price and Payment Plan, WITich you have
advised me is around 130-135AED/Ft2 over 36 months, with 5% Deposit

Can Irecommend a way to proceed with this asfollows-

* Sunland meet immediately withDWF lawyers to draft the SPA

* The Purchaser can be in the name of Sunland IV Development (BVl) Ltd
which we havein place already.

* We can agree with Nakheel that the plot will be transferred to a Newco
when it is established, for a fee of 5,000 AED,

* fins can occur within 24 110urs, and secure tile Plot at the terms and
Conditions you have already agreed.

*We win sign the Mou which win note the agreement to transfer the Land to
the newcowhenitisready.

If you have an alternative (quick) solution which is better, please let me
know.

A day in Dubaiislike6 months anywhere else

As is apparentfrom tl'lis email, Iwas considering a way for Sunland to secure
the property. Ibelieved that if Suntand did not move quickly, titere was a risk
that tite OPPorturiity could be lost. Prudentia could be introduced to someone
else by rlTe Nakheelsales and marketing departrnent, who could potentially
pay Prudentia a higher. prerntum. Ithought that this could be someone like
the Patalli group that Joyce had mentioned to me in our conversation on 29
August 2007. I also knew that Prudentia was negotiating with other potential
investorslike Ornniyat. Iaiso did notkrLow how long Reed's controloverthe
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property would lastfor, as I did not know the basis for it, but I did know tlTat
Ile had not signed an SPA. At oui' meeting on 20 August 2007, Reed had
indicated a strong desire that our negotiations be concluded by late
September 2007. What Brearley and Lee had said to me could also have been
consistent with Reed losing his control of 017 some time not long after the
end of September 2007, at WITich point the Nakheel sales and marketing
depal'omentintght have been able to arrange for the property to be sold by
NanTeeldirectly to someone else. 159

The bestevidence of whatwassaid to Brown by Lee and Brearley is the email

quoted above which he first forwarded in draft form to Julianne Stringer, in her

capacity as General CounselofSunland's Dubaibranch, on the day of the phone call.

Asthe trial judge found, the plain meaning of that emailwasthat Brown was

advised that following finalisation of the redesign of the plotthe 'marketing people'

at DWF might senthe plot and neither those in Joyce's office nor Brearley would

have aiTy control over this.

The suggestion that 'we immediately PIit our foot on the plot' to secure it is

only consistent with the view that Prudentia and Suntand had not at that point

secured tlie plot. The statement that it would be necessary to sign a SPA to do this is

only consistentwith the absence of any existing SPA or other entitlement to purchase

the land on the part of Prudentia. The trial judge summarised the effect of Brown's

oralevidence concerning the 'putyourfoot on i^ emailasfollows:

In the course of cross-examination, it was suggested to Brown that if he were
to write to Reed saying 'ttjhey suggest we itrunediately put our foot on the
plot to secure it, it follows, doesn't it, that at that time you don't have your
foot on the plot. Brown would ITot accept this obvious interpretation of the
email, Brown also said that'twje were taking advice from Marcus and
Arithony about what to do', but never asked the nature of the Prudentia or
Reed 'hold' on Plot 017. Browi\ also said that he was 'not sure what DWF

told the marketing people about Reed's rights to the plot, but sought,
unjustifiably miny view, to implicate Joyce in these events:

there was a conversation with Toyce at the same time, who also referred to the
marketing people and said the price could affect the price to Sunland and
that all they had to do was to find Reed and potentially introduce somebody
else who could pay more. That's in my notes

Brownwaschallenged on that evidence:

What, a conversation with Mrjoyce, did you say?--Yes, its in my notebook.

24T

242

243

,

*

.

"59 WithessstatementofDavidScottBrown(6 August2010)[180]-t1851.
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"

What date?---I don't have it in front of me,

Don't you recallthis conversation? It would be quite important, Tsuggest?--I
do recall the conversation.

You don't recall when it occurred?---Around the same hale.

Do you mean a conversation mseptember 2007?--Yes.

You've gotyour withessstatementthere, haven'tyou?---No.

Could the withess be shown Ins witness statements, please. September 2007,
in your withess statements, begins around paragi. aph T65. Do you see
that?---Yes.

I don't see in your withess statement any conversation you depose to with
Mrloyce in September 2007. Can you find one, Mr Brown?---Well, iflcan
directyout0 183 and 185.

Yes?--"T83 refers to the conversation you're talking about

Yes?---T85 refers to a conversation I had with Joyce, whicl\ was actually
earner, the end of August, and he said, 'Prudentia could be introduced to
someone else by the Nakheelsales and marketing departinent who could
potentiaUy pay Prudentia a higher' premium. Ithought that tl\is could be
someone like the FatalIi group that Joyce mentioned to me in the
conversation on 29 August. '

Yes, but that conversation with Mrjoyce that you depose to occurred on
29 August; correct?--Correct

This is a discussioit on 13 September, which is two weeks later?---Yes, but the
tone of the conversations was remarkably similar and if you see the diary
note or notebook note, you'in see there is more information actually there ...

Brown was asked flitthe^ questions in cross-exaintnation in relation to Reed's
'entitlement' to Plot 017 trillght of the 'put your foot on it email:

That's not quite my question. If the marketing people could senthe plot,
what sort of entitlement to the plot - when you were told this ~ did you
believe Reed or Prudeittia had? ---I believed Reed and Prudentia stillhad an

agreenient with Nakheel on the plot and that tile marketing people perhaps
weren'tm the loop on that.

Again Brown offitmed that he did not ask Lee or Brearley as to the nature of
the 'hold of Prudentia orReed Plot017:

Because of the background? This didn't cause you any concern? You said it
did causeyolicoricern. So even thoughttcaused you concern, you didn't ask
Lee or Brearley, who you dealt witli, whatt}Te nature of the hold on the plot
was?---No, we didn't.

When you wrote 'Putourfoot on the plotto secureit, ' what did you mean by
tile words'secure it?---To sign a sale and purchase agreement.

I couldn't hear tlIat?---To sign a sale and purchase agi. eement.

And why did you need to do that?---Because that was tlTe final event in
owning a plot of land.
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To tellsomeone you've gotto putyour footon the block to secure it, Isuggest
to you, Mr Brown, is words from a state of mind that knows that the block is
not secured untilyou put your foot on it?--No, WITat they were trying to do
was to take it to the nextstep ---

No, just answer the question please, MT Brown. Ifs a pretty straightforward
question. To say that in the terms you did, to say it needs to be secured,
comes from a person that was of the state of mind that knew until you put
your foot on it, it wasn't secure?---No, I don't agree. Tliat was an
arrangement betweenPrudentia and Nakheelon this point. 160

The trial judge also referred to Suntand's submission that the reference to

securing the plot 'at the terms and conditions you ITave already agi'eed'

demorrstrated a continuing belief on Brown's part that Prudentia had already

acquired the plot. In our view, the trial judge was correctto rejectthis subnxission as

contrary to the plain tenor of the email, as a whole, that the plot had not been

secured and that critical terms offhe agreement such as price had not been finalised.

TITe dot points contained in the emailset out what might be done in order to secure

the plot.

On 13 September 2007 Brown received an emailfrom Reed responding to

Brown's emailof12September 2007:

On 13 September' 2007, Iteceived an emailfrom Reed that responded to my
emailof 12 September 2007. A copy of that emailis now shown to me. This
emailsaid:

HiDave,

lagree with your approach go for it

Ihave attached a marked up document for your review which Ifeelcovers of
all the issue if you can review this and if as TITope it covers all the issues lets
sign it today

Twillfacilitate communication of this agreement with our Indian partrier and
have him contact his people in Dubai on the matter please confirm your
agreement on above and let's move forward. 16T

Later that day Brown sentan emailto Lee and Brearley.

We have 11ad a number of discussions with Angus Reed over the last 2 days,
and havereached agreement o11the termsfo^ ajointVenture Mou.

244

245

,

.

246

160 Reasonst1291-t1301(citationsomitted).

un WitnessstatementofDavidScottBrown(6August2010)t1861.
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Angus has agreed in principle tlIat Sunland can enter into a Sale and
Purchase Agreement with DWF using Sunland TV Development(Bin) Ltd',
and that we will transfer the land to the Joint Venture Company at a later
date. Juliantie can provide you with the documents on the Suntand Entity

Angus has prepared a detailed advice document for you Arithony, which he
will forward in the next day or so. Please prepare the SPA Documents, in
anticipation of receiving his confirmation

Lee responded (copying infoyce and Brearley):

Thanks for the update Dave. Good news. 1'11speak to arithony to see
whathe needs. Ithtrik he already hasthe contract prepared

Should be able to go through sunday am [siC]

Suntand relied on Brown's email of 13September 2007 as demonstrating

Brown stillbelieved Reed's consent was necessary for Suntand to enter into an SPA.

The trial judge rejected this subiinssion:

The further emailfrom Brown to Lee dated 13 September 2007 upon which
the plaintiffs' [siC] rely draws attention to the Thisconceptions attending
Suntand's case, The words 'in anticipation of receiving his COTitirmation'
which appear intrie T3 September 2007 emailrefer to confirmation from Reed
that Suntand may enter into a SPA with DWF. Iacceptthatwhilstftiis might
support a befiefby Brown that Reed or Prudentiahad some kind of non-legal
ititIuence with respectto Plot 017, this falls far short of any basis for believing
that Reed or Prudentia had any legal or other right with respectto the land;
hence has nothing to do with Suntand's case intriis proceeding. 162.

Ultimately his Honour concluded:163

In my opinion, the position argued for by Suntand is, in the context of the
evidence in relation to the 12 September 2007 conversation between Brown
and Lee and Brearley artd the 'put your foot on it email, simply implausible
in all the circumstances. Additionally, the text of the emailis Brown's and it
is entirely possible that the latter part of the second [last] dot point is either
his assumption or a general reference to the previous discussions he had had
mrelation to the likely price per square foot that DWF would acceptfor Plot
017. There is no evidence that Lee or Brearley used these words and, even if
they did, this explanation for these words still holds good, As to the 13
September 2007 emailfrom Brown to Reed and the emailto Mr David Sinn
(in his capacity as a partner. of Freehills, the Australian legal advisers to
Prudentia) CSimi') of the same date, I am of the view that, in the
circuiristances of the comintirtications between the parties at that time, they
are consistent with Reed or Prudentia having agreed that, in the context of
proposed iontt venture arrangements, Stunand would take over negotiations

247

now.

248

249

T62 Reasons[133](citationsomitted),

163 Reasonst1361(citation moriginal)
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250 We respectfully agree.

His Honour further observed that the evidence demonstrated rLo basis upon

which Reed would have ITad ai\y reluctance to enquire of Lee and Brearley whatwas

the nature of Suntand's'hold'if any upon plot 017.165

His Honour rejected Brown's evidence as to Its understanding of the 'put

your foot on it' email.

In any event, returning to the evidence, Brown's evidence as contained in his
6 A1Lgust 2010 withess statement, was that as a result of the 'put your foot on
it' email, Brown thought'Prudentia could be introduced to someone else by
the Nakheel sales and marketing department, who could potentiany pay
Prudentia a higher. premium'. Presumably, this was an allusion to the
practice in Dubai of entities purchasing plots of land from another entity
which had entered into a SPA witl\ the master developer for that plot by
paying a prernttim to the then existing purchaser and obtaining a SPA
themselves, having obtained the consent and agi. eement from the master
developer, which would be a party to the new SPA. The previous SPA would,
intrie course of tilts transaction, be cancened and released by agreement with
the then existing purchaser and tl\e master developer. Brown was cross-
examined mrelation to his written statement:

My pointis tile inconsistency, Mr Brown. In your oral evidence in response
to questioTrs from MrRush you said, 'Oh, well, the emailmightreflect the fact
that the marketing people weren't in the loop. ' Do you understand that
answer?---Yes.

Whereas in paragraph 185 [of your witness statement], you said the befief
you ITad was that they could introduce Prudentia to another buyer. They're
different answers, aTelT't they?---They are different scenarios, yes. "

Brown also gave evidence tritesponseto my questions on his issue:

HIS HONOUR: Mr Brown, it says, 'Isuggest we immediately put our foot
on tlTe plot to secure it. ' We've debated what you think that means. But in
tite preceding sentence, 'Marcus and Arithony are now concerned tlTat the
marketti\g people are likely to try to sell the plot and they will have no
controlover this. ' On a plain reading, it seems to indicate that that plotis up
for grabs at that stage by whoever comes along and negotiates with the
marketing people. Can you explain to me why that is not a fair reading of
that document and if fliere is some control over the plot that you assert,
explain to me exactly what it is?---I know it sounds like tiiat, your Honour,
but I mean at the time Ifelt that the marketing peoplejust weren't in the loop

for a SPAwit}\DWF andthatthiswasintrain, 164

251

252

L

,

.

164 The same applies with respectto the development of the draftlmplementation Agreement,
the Mou, and the 16 September 2007 conversation between Brown and Reed for the reasons
discussed elsewhere (see Plaintiffs'Address OFebruary 2012), paragraphs 156 to 160

us Reasonst1371, t1521
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on whatarrangementPrudentialiad.

What control was there over the plot?---There was clearly an arrangement
between Prudentia and DWF because we were told by a number of different
people.

That is the explanation forthe control, is it?---Yes, yes. Tinean, Austin started
by tening us they had a hold; Joyce told us he was the contactfor that plot;
later said to us an email that we had to Teach agreement with Prudentia
before we could deal with Nakheel; the Prudentia documents allreferred to
tlTat they 11ad reached agreement wift\ the master developer to acquire and
develop the plot; and then it was confirmed by BTearley as well. So there was
a series of events that haked anthistogether for us

Are you saying the hold is contractual?---I don't know what the hold was
We weren't told whattype of hold it was, butthere was a hold

So you doIT't know the nature of the hold and you don't know whether I^s
contractual?---No, bull mean we're nottalking about real estate activities in
Australia, we're talking about real estate activities in Dubai, which are quite
different.

lappreciate that, but Twould have thoughtthere is stillan explanation on the
basis of accepted legal concepts?---I think our impression was we were
talking to very high levelin the government, we'd been given quite clear,
distinctinformation aboutit, and we rehed on that and that's the basisfor our
actions

Brown added that}Te did not ask anyone about the natun. e of the entitlement
that Prudentia or Reed had over Plot 017 because '[w]e were aheady told
they controUed the plot; we didn't need to ask. in view of the contents of the
'putyourfoot on the plot emailand Brown'sstatementin that emailthat'we
need to sign a Sale of Purchase Agi'eement(SPA)', andfor the reasons already
expressed, one would have to be very sceptical of this evidence - in fact, so
scepticalas to regard it as somewhere between an attemptto rationalise these
events ex postjicto msupport of Suntand's case and a fabrication, an untruth.
On the basis of these and other inconsistencies and contradictions in Brown's

evidence, and with other evidence (documentary and otherwise), Brown
carmot, in my view, be regarded as a reliable or truthful witness with respect
to critical matters. Additionally, it is clear. that, at various times, Brown's
personal interests (including the fear of remaining the subject of investigation
for bribery by tite Dubai authorities), together with his and Sunnai, .ofs
colionnercialirIterests, coloured his statements and communications at various

times. This view, boa. T generally and titrelation to these events, is Teitorced
by the further evidence of Brown and Abedian to which Inow turn; and also
having regard to the lack of any evidence that Clyde-Smith was at all
surprised by the 'put your foot on it emall or Brown's inclusion of the
comment asto the need to sign aspA. 166

253 His Honour also rejected Abedian's evidence in this regard. 167

166
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254 Moreover, as was putto Abediartin cross-exaintnation, the terms of tl\e 'put

your foot on it' email are plainly inconsistent with the existence of a reservation

agreement. '68 Brown's evidence wasthat he received the 'go for if emailfrom Reed

on 13 September 2007 after they had had a telephone discussion during WITich Reed

said 'Ithink ICai\ getthe property more cheaply than 135'.''9 Brown agi. eed he knew

that at this point no fixed price had been negotiated by Ocl'I-Ziff or Prudentia. He

also agreed that at this time his impression was thattl\e land could be obtained more

cheaply. T70 On 13 September 2007 Brown sent an emailto Reed enclosing a further

draft of the implementation agi, eement which included as a key point a 'put option',

namely a provision for Suntand to transfer its shares in the jointventure to Prudentia

in the eventthat agreement could not be reached on the finaljoint venture terms and

a further provisionfor Prudentia to repay Suntand with the iiTitialdeposit.

Brown received a further email from David Sinn (of Freertills, Prudentia's

Australian lawyers) on 13 September 2007, copied also to Reed, advising that the

revised implementation agreement terms 'appear' acceptable' and seeking

confirmation that the implementation agreement 'is now in a form acceptable to

Suntand', On 14 September 2007 Brown sent an emailto Sinn noting that'we have

been tm. ough the SPA process already with DWF (Nakheel), theirsuite of documents

is well known to us, and we expect the process on this plot to be quite

straightforward. ' Brown describes the usual process in his witness statement as

follows:

A Sale and Purchase AgL. eement(SPA)is tite form of land purchase contract
commonly used when buying from a master developer. The SPA sets outthe
land area, the Built up Area (BUA) and the land price, which is usuany
drumt^d us ^ DAE Dimam rote (AED) multip}i^d by th^ BUA. All of th^
SPAS that Ihave seen setoutpaymerIt plans over antLmber of years'

In Dubai, the price of land is usually based on the square footage price of
BUA, which means the price is calculated on the size of the building you can
build, not on the size of the land. Normany the BUA on each plotisfixed by
the Master Developer as it relates on'ectly to the demand on infrastructure

255

,

,

,

Reasons 11441.

169 Trialtranscript, 267

170 Trialtranscript, 268.
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services required in a developinent precinct. The Master Developer engages
consultants who design the utility services(power, water, sewer) based on the
aggregate BUA of an the plots intrie Master. Plan. 171

As his Honourfotind, 172 Brown's knowledge of the SPA process relr^OTCes the

view that ITe understood that neither. PrtiderLtia nor Reed ITad any erfforceable right

or interest in plot 017 at any relevanttime. On 15September 2007 Brown received

arken^allfrom Sinnthatset out a response to the 'put option' proposal:

Further to my emaillastnight, Ihave received coriumentsfrom our American
partrters and the board members of Prudentia and the revised draft. As you
are aware the put option was only inserted on Thursday and was not
previously proposed.

As you are aware it was originally proposed that Prudentia and Suntand
would enter into the Mou, use best endeavou}. s to negotiate a IV agreement
and then finchse an agreement with the Master Developer for the acquisition
of the Property.

'As the progi. armne has now been accelerated and it is proposed that Sunnand
will enter into an agreement with the Master Developer' without Prudentia
having an interest, our American partriers are concerned about Suntand's
ability to put ti. \e property back to Prudentia in its absolute discretion when
Prudentia has not been provided with yoiLr feasibility and plans for the
development.

Accordingly, I have been instructed that Prudentia can only accept the put
option on the basis it has received Sinnand'sfeasibUity and other information
and has confirmed that it is prepared to proceed on the basis of this
information, Attached is a revised draft reflecting the proposed wording for
your review and comments.

Brown accepted that this was not an unreasonable request, T73

Suntand next pleads elements of continuing negotiations between Brown and

Reed and collateral negotiationsbetweenBrownand Lee of DWF:

25 hireliance on the Representations and on the telephone conversation
pleaded in paragraph 24 above lie 12 September 20071, Brown
proceeded to negotiate with Reed whereby with the consent of
Prudentia, an entity related to Sunlaridwouldproceed to an expedited
PILrchase of Plot 017 from Dubai Waterfront, and hold the land
pending the agreement of joint venture ternrs between Sunnand (or an
entity related to Suntand) and Prudentia.

256

257

258

in WithessstatementofDavid ScottBrown (6Aug, ,st2010)[201-121],

Reasons [T70].
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26 On 14 September 2007, Suntand (by emailsentfrom its General
Counselluliaririe Stringer to Joyce, Reed and Brearley) titormed
Dubai Waterfront, Prudentia, Joyce and Reed that the legal entity that
would acquire PlotDT7wouldbe SWB.

27 On 16 September 2007, Brown telephoned Reed and in the course of
that telephone conversation:

27.1 Brown said words to the effect that 'due to our titability to
terms and the fact that Dubai Waterfront wants anagree

agreement signed, Sinnand offers to purchase Prudentia's
rights to Plot DT7 for a flatfee of AE020 million'; and

Reed replied to Brown's said offer with wordsto the effect that
T will talk to Nakheel and attempt to negotiate the land price
down from AED 135 sq/ft, and iflcari, any benefit will be a
'land uplift fee" that must be paid to Prudentia in addition to
the AE020 nanioraflatfee',

28 On or about17 September 2007, Reed telephoned Browi\ and in the
course of that telephone conversation said words to the effect that 'T
succeeded innegotiating a reduction of 15 dirhatns per square foot in
the price for Plot 017'.

29 On 18 S^ptsmb^^ 2007, Brown (on b^half of Suntand and SWB) met
with Lee a^*^^Iey (on behalf of DubaiWaterftont) and relying on
the Representations and the matters pleaded in paragi. aphs 27 and 28
above, made an agreement that:

29.1 if Sinnand or SWB agreed with Prudentia to pay Prudentia a
fee of AED 20 million pins 15 dirharns per square foot of BUA
in return for Prudentia permitting SWB to acquire Plot 017
from DubaiWaterfront at AE0120 sq/ft; and

if SWB agreed to acquire Plot 017 from Dubai Waterfront at
AE0120 sq/It; then

Dubai Waterfront would compensate SWB for the 15 onhams
per square foot payment to Prudentia (being approximately
AE024 Twillion), by perlntttirLg SWB to construct an additional
200,881.5 square feet ofBUA on Plot 017 at a purchase price of
AE0120 ^q/ft (b^ing anpro^jinatdy AE024 million), with
payment of the said purchase price being waived by Dubai
Waterfrontif SWB completed construction of its development
on Plot 017within 4 year's of the handover date for Plot 017.174

It can be seen on the face of the pleading that:

. it was plain that the price payable to DWF for the land had not been

finalised at this pointin time;

27.2

.

t

,

29.2

29.3

259
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o both Reed and Brownnegotiated witl\DWF asto the pricing arrangements

potentially available to the jointventure partners; and

. Brown negotiated with DWF as to additional development rights tithe

land were purchased by SUITlarLd in conjunction with a collateral

agreement to pay Prudentia a fee.

16 Septeniber to 18 September, 2007

260 On 16 September 2007 Brownforwarded Sinn's email of 15September 2007 to

Stringer and said:

The proposed changes are not acceptable as they require Suntand to pay AED
72m if PrudeiIti. a decide notto proceed.

To avoid this requirement, we must have them in from the start.

This requires a Purchase Entity as a IV.

Please review this option and advise the quickest way to proceed,

261 In lits witness statement, Brown says further:

At this pointit was getting very difficult to get a deal with Prudentia as we
seemed too far apart in our respective positions.

Ina conversation on 16 September 2007, Soheilstiggested to me that perhaps
Suntand offer an AED 20M prerriium to PrtLdentia to obtain ttie rights to Plot
017. It is not unusual for a buyer to pay a prerntum to a sene^ in Dubai in
order to secure a site from them

Accordingly, ICalled Reed on that date to discuss this. Ibelieve that this was a
canto an Australian mobile phone from a Suntand office phone. I said to
Reed words to the effect of 'this is all getting too hard. How about we buy
your development rightsfor AE020Mand you walk away'.

Reed was interested in whatlhad to say, but did not appearto be convinced
by this offer and said to me that he would talk to Nakheeland see ithe could
negotiate down the land price. Reed advised that if he could negotiate with
Nakheel a better' land price than the AED 1351sqft aiready discussed, any
benefit would be considered a Land Uplift Fee' that would add to the AED
20MSunlai\dhadjustoffered to Prudentia.

In the following days Reed called me back and advised that the land price
would be AED 1201sqft and that he wanted the difference in additional
preintum. This meant that Suntand would pay Prudentia a further AED 24M.
This was calculated by the ditfe"ence between AED 1351sqftto AED 1201sqft

Sunland Waterfront(BVl) Ltd & Anor^ Pr"deada
InvestiiTents Pty Ltd & Ors
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multiplied by the BUA of 1,607,052 sqft. 175

The trial judge considered the evidence as to breakdown in the joint venture

arrangements and concluded as follows:

in SUITrrnary, the evidence establishes that Abedian gave Brown the idea of
paying Prudentia a lump sum to remove it from the transaction. This meant
that the idea of paying Prudentia a one-off fee intrie shortterm, as opposed to
it receiving apayment ontofajointventure some time after 2013, was antdea

to thisti, .at canIe from Sumand and not from Prudentia. in response

proposal, Reed told BrownthatifReed could negotiate withNakheel, abetter
land price than AED 135 per square foot, a fee corresponding to the difference
between AED 135 persqtiare foot and the betta. land price would be payable
to Prudentia in addition to the AED 20 million that Brown had just offered.
Although he did riotsay as muchto Reed, Brownkriewfromhisconversation
with Lee and Brearley on 12 September 2007 thatt}Te price of Plot 017 would
be AED 120 per square foot. Under Reed's counter-proposal, the total
Consultancy Fee payable to Prudentia was the AED 20 nunon proposed by
Suntand plus another. AED 24 Trimion (approximately) based on the difference
betweena landprice of AED 135 persq/ftandAED 120 persq/ft. ,, 6

On 18 September 2007 Brown metwith Lee and reached agreement that DWF

would compensate SWB by perlnttting additional built~TIP area on plot 017 at a

purchase price of AE0120 per square foot (being approximately AED 24 Twillion) to

offset the premium demanded by Prudentia for t}\e lower price of AE0120 per

square foot which Reed ITad negotiated. Brown's evidence in cross-examination was

that:

262

263

" .

Iwle were COTrunuriicating with Marcus Lee regularly on what was going on
and we told him that we had reached an agi. eement with Reed and explained
that we were paying a premium and that he had to negotiate the final price
and that titere would be an extrafee based on the difference from 135 down to

whatever the figure was, and once Reed told us what that figure was, we
coinrnuriicated that to Lee. 177

264 Brown's evidence was that Lee offered to compensate the land upliftfee by

additional BUA and said he would coritirm this in writing subjectto discussing the

letter with Brearley. 178

175 WithessstatementofDavidScottBrown(6August2010)[210]-t2141

176 Reasonsj1811,

177 Trialtranscript, 96.

178 WitnessstatementofDavidScotLBrown(6August2010)t2151
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265 Contrary to Suntand's case, Brown admitted in the course of cross-

examination tlTat}\e told the Dlibaiprosecutor179that Lee offered tl\e additionalBUA

free of charge provided Suntand built up the whole lot and developed it within five

years'180 Brown also adinttted that this statement was 'not entirely correct, n0'.'81

Brown also adnvitted that he had told the Dubaiprosecutorthatthe additional BUA

was offered because of the design work Sultand ITad done on the site and that this

was 'not exactly' reflected in the draft letter. concerrttng the BUA offer and 'not

complete intoTmatjon'. 182

On 17September 2007 Brown sent an emailto IasonMahoney (a Suntand

employee) copied to Sahba Abedian and tosoheilAbedian and attaching a feasibility

calculation based on Suntand buying the site itself and paying Reed an 'Introduction

Fee of AED 44m, and they walk away. ' The estimated return based on getting bonus

floor area for AED 24m of the introduction fee was 26 per centwith AED 590 Thinion

profit plus normal fees.

The notion of an introduction fee is ordinarily fundamentally differentfrom a

fee payable for the acquisition of an interest in the land,

Stringer subsequently described the fee in similar terms as a '"spotter's fee"

premium ... for the guys that introduced this deal. ' Brown prepared a further

feasibility study for 017 dated 18 September 2007 which showed that with the extra

BUA, even allowing for a 'consultancy fee' payable to Prudentia, Suntand had a

potential return of 37.3 per cent. He conceded in cross~exaThination that this was a

'phenomenal' return. 183

266

267

268

179 Asrecordedinatranscriptofhisinterviewon16February 2009.

Trial transcript, 3,234.

Trial transcript, T24.

182 Trialtranscript, 88_9.

Trial transcript, 105.
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Filial implementntioit rigreeiiieiit

The SFASOC next alleges:

30 hireliance on the Representations, and the matters pleaded in
paragraphs 27 to 29 above:

30.1 on 19 September 2007, SWB executed rut agreement with
Prudentia ('the Prudentia Agreement') which:

30.1. I was signed on behalf of Prudentia by both Reed and
NigelWimble Sharp (who at that time was a director of
Prudentia);

30.1,2 Prudentia's solicitor David Sinn ('Sinn'), a partrter of
Freehills solicitors in Melbourne, had forwarded to

Brownby emailfor execution;

30.1.3 recited in clause I 'Background' that Prudentia has
reached agreement with [Dubai Waterfront LLC] to
acquire and develop IPIotDin';

30.1.4 provided in clause 2 of the operative part that '1n
consideration of payment of the Consultancy Fee,
Prudentia agi. ees to transfer to Suntand its right to
negotiate and enter into a plot sale and purchase
agreement for the acquisition of IPIot 0171 with IDLtbai
WaterfrontLLCl'; and

30.1.5 defined the total Consultancy Fee as being
AE044,105,780.

Suntand and SWB negotiated with Dubai Waterfront the
reinairiirig terms (that is, other. than the price already agreed as
pleaded in paragraph 29 above) on which Plot 017 would be
purchased; and

30.3 Suntand made arrangements for the payment to Pmdentia of
approximately AE044 Thinion, 184

For like reasonsto those we have given with respectto the recital contained in

the previous draft agreements, the recital contained in the 'Background'introduction

to the agreement quoted above could nothave been understood asrepresenting that

Prudentia had a rightto acquire plot 017. Indeed the September negotiations had

made maltfestly cleartlTatStinland understood Prudentia had no such riglit.

On the appeal, Suntand emphasised the terms of of 2 of the operative part of

269

,

.

,

.

30.2

270

271

us SFASOC1301
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the agi'eemerLt. In OUT view, the trialjudge was correctto conclude that the reference

to 'its right to negotiate and enter into a plot sale and purchase agi'eement' read in

context was a prospective right relating to future dealing and did not imply an

existing right to purchase. In turn the provisions of d2 were butblessed by an

exdusivity condition. Clauses 5 and 6 provided:

5 Exclusivi

The Parties agi'ee that, except as expressly contemplated 11n. this
agreement, they win not, either alone or with any other entity,
participate or be involved intrLe acquisition or development of the
Property. Notwithstanding this clause the parties acknowledge that
provided Suntandhas paid Pmdenti. a the Consultancy Fee in Clause 3
Sunnand shall be entitled to develop the property.

6

272

Duration of exclusivi andconfidentiali obli ations

The Parties must observe the obligations of exclusivity and
confidentiality expressed in tilts agi'eementfor 3 years from the date of
receipt of tite Confidential hitormation, notwithstanding terrrtination
of this agi'eement.

The total consultancy fee was calculated asfollows:

Consultai\cyFee the slim of AED 20 Innlion plus an additional fee of
AED 24,105,780, calculated as the difference between

AED 1351Ft2 and AED 1201Ft2 (i. e. AED 151Ft2 times
the BUA of 1,607,052 Ft2) which win be the price tilthe
Plot Sale and Purchase Agreement between Suntand
and the Master Developer. The total Consultancy Fee is
AED 44,105,780

273 Brown sent an emailto Reed after receiving the following continents from

Abedian seeking to clarify the basis of the consultancy fee:

DAVID, CLAUSE31SNOTCORRECTSINCETT READSTHATSUNLAND
SHOULD PAY THE CONSULTANCY FEE + ANY AMOUNT THAT Is
NEGOTIATED FROMTHEORTGINALPRICE OF AE0135PSFT. ALSO IN
AN EARLIER CLAUSE IT STATES THAT THE CONSULTANCY FEE Is
AE044M. THIS MEANS THAT WE HAVE To PAY AE044M + THE

DIFFERENCEBETWEENAE0136PSFTTOAE0120PSFT.

274

CLAUSE 3 SHOULD READ ,.. THAT THE CONSULTANCY Is
CALCULATED BASED ON AE020M BASE FEE + ANY AMOUNT
NEGOTIATED DOWNFROMAE013501-{SPSFT.

Suntand Waterfront(BVl) Ltd & Anorv Prudent^
Investments Pty Ltd & Ors
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conversations with Reed regarding the payment offhe proposed consultancy fee. It

was eventually agreed Suntand would deposit a fee tilthe trust accoiirLt of its Dubai

lawyers who would hold it in escrow untilthe transaction was finalised. On

19 September 2007 Prudentia's solicitor confirmed this arrangement by email and

forwarded a copy of the implementation agreement executed on behalf of Prudentia

Brown and Abedianthensigned the agreement,

Fundamentally, the agreement required Prudentia to withdraw its interest in

plot 01.7. As already noted, in aiTinternalcompany COTrununication on 17 September

2007, Brown referred to the payment of an 'introduction fee' for Prudentia to 'walk

away' and on 19September 2007 that Stringer referred to the payment as a

"'spotter's fee" prernttim ... for the guys that introduced this deal'

The trial judge concltided, after referring to this and other evidence of the

maimer in which those associated with Suntand had described the payment, as

follows

trillght of this evidence, I am of the view that Abedian's agreement din. ing
cross-exairiiriation that Sunland had 'paid to remove Prudentia from the
transaction', is an accurate statement of the position, which was titat given ti\e
profit potential of the Plot 017 development, Suntand wanted the projectfor
itself and was prepared to pay Prudentia simply to 'go away'. Further, it was
prepared to allow this to happen, and hoped that this would happen, without
any thought of consideration flowing from Prudentia (or tilthnately, Hartley)
interms of anytt'ting in the nature of a legal or other rightwith respectto Plot
017, proprietary, contractual or otherwise. It was quite simply a payment
made by Suntand to Prudentia in consideration of its agreement to 'go away'
- regardless of whatever connection or rights it may have had to or with
respectto Plot 017, matters WITich Suntand then regarded as irrelevant. The
commercial driver for this is clear when Brown's projected rate of return -
even factoring in the payment to Prudentia - on the developmei\t of Plot 017
is considered, 185

275

276

277 For reasons set out at 12091-12/11 of his judgment, his Honour rejected the

Suntand submission that the use of the word 'prerhium' in email correspondence

between Reed and Brown and ill other documentation justifies the interence that

Reed and Prudentia regarded their interest in plot 017 as more than something in

185 Reasonst2081(citationsomitted)
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the nature of a preferred negotiating position. We agree that the use of the term

'premium' must be understood tit the context of the transaction as it is otherwise

evidenced and that, so understood, it does riotsupportthe inference contended for.

On 17September 2007 Brearley sent an emailto Stringer attaching a draftsPA

for plot 017. '86 Brown's evidence was that this was a standard agreement an\d

constituted 'the first step in finalismg the terminology. '187 Brown was 'on the way to

securing 017 on Suntand's behalf. '188

278

Hnnley

279 Suntand alleges:

31 On or about 26 September 2007, Haley also retained Sinm and
instructed him:

31.1 to prepare an agreement identical to the Prudentia Agl'eement,
except that it would be expressed to be between SWB and
HanTley;

31.2 that such agreement would take the place of the agi, eement
between Prudentia and SWB referred to in paragraph 30.1
above; and

townte to Sunland and SWB asking them to agi'eeto discharge
the Prudentia Agi, eement and replace it with an agreement
between SWB and Hanley on ternrs otherwise identical with
the PrudentialAgreement.

Particulars

Hanley's retainer and instructions pleaded in this paragraph
are to be interred from the facts pleaded in paragi. aph 32
below.

32 On 26September2007, Sinnsentan emailto Brown (cc'd to Reed) that:

32.1 included the words:

'Greatnews!

For structuring purposes, Prudentia has decided to incorporate
a new company in Singapore as part of expanding its business

31.3

31.4

SUN. 001,002.0000 and SUN. 001,002,0002.

187 Trialtranscript, 164.

188 Trialtranscript, 164
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tito Asia and it is Prudentia's desire to arrange for tite monies
to be received from Sunland to go to this new entity.

Accordingly, my clients would be grateful if Suntand would
agi'ee to tile cancellation of the existing agi. eement and the
execution of a new agl. eement on identical terms and
conditions to ti\e existing agreement except that Hartley
Investments Pte Ltd (an entity incorporated in Singapore
which is 100% owned by PriLderLtia investments Pty Ltd) will
be the other party to Suntand'; and

attached a revised version of the Prudentia Agreement ('the
Haley Agreement') that:

32.2. I replaced all references to Prudentia with references to
Haley, andwhichhadnotbeenexecutedbyHaley;

32.2.2 recited in clause I 'BackgL. oarid' titat 'Hanley has
reached agreement with IDLibai Waterfront LLCl to
acquire and develop [Plot017]';

32.2.3 provided in clause 2 of the operative part that 'In
consideration of payment of the Consultancy Fee,
Hartley agrees to tramfer to Salarid its right to
negotiate and enter into a plot sale and purchase
agi'eementfor the acquisition of tPlot DT7j with tDubai
Waterfront LLCj'; and

32.2,4 defined the total Consultancy Fee as being
AE044,105,780,189

32.2

280

,

The Hauley agreement, containing the terms alleged, was executed by SWB

on 26 September 2007. The fullterrrrs of tl\e 'Background' recitals were:

I Hanleyhasreached agreement with the Master Developer to acquire
and develop the Property.

2 Sunland has proposed to Hanley that it could develop the property
into two residential towers and other ancillary uses.

3 This Implementation AgL'eementrecordsthe arrangements agreed
between the Parties regarding the assignment of the development
rights for the property from Suntandto Hanley.

No documentation was executed purporting to transfer a right of any kind

from Prudentia to Hanley. Nor, importantly, did Suntand ask for any evidence of

such a transfer. As the trial judge accepted, the circumstances of the substitution of

Hamey demonstrate that the parties understood that Hauley had notin factreached

.

281

us SFASOC1311-t321.
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